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Staging Utopia. Stage Archive: Intervew To
Rosa Barba
Giulia Simi

its minimal grammar unities. It is a
sort of surgical re-invention of the
medium: projector, light, celluloid,
frame, text, so
und, images, every element becomes,
in the imagination of the artist, alive
again, as an independent part of an
organic whole, under a sculptural and
performative perspective. Cinema can
then reborn as a space of
interpersonal relations, dialogue,
sharing, collective vision that often
dissolves in the contemporary range
of use or, to quote Francesco Casetti,
within the “re-locations” of the postmedia era.

Stage Archive is the title of an
exhibition cured by Chiara Parisi and
Andrea Villani shown at Mart
(Museum of Modern and
Contemporary Art in Trento and
Rovereto) until August 28. In this
exhibition Rosa Barba explains and
reinterprets the historical archives of
the museum in which futurist
documents and works are stored.

Rosa Barba seems to put into
spectators’ hands linguistic fragments
of the cinema of the origins like they
were letters of an alphabet used to
rewrite what was considered the
great visual utopia of the twentieth
century.

Rosa Barba was born in Agrigento,
1972, but she now lives and works in
Berlin. Lately her personal exhibition
at the Tate of London ended and last
year she was awarded with the “Nam
June Paik Award”. She is one of the
most appreciated artist of her
generation. Her research is always
precise and sharp. It aims to the
dissection and fragmentation of the
cinematographic language to obtain
3

“The Observer is always in the
International centre of things for the
study of Futurism” – writes the artist
referring to the basement, perceived
from the stairs of the first floor as a
huge central cavity, as a vacuum at
the centre of the building that
increasly sinks as the higher floors are
reached. It is right there, at a step
from the archives where the
museum’s heart and brain live, that

Thanks to a project carried out by the
Mart in Rovereto, in collaboration
with Fondazione Galleria Civica di
Trento, the artist comes to Italy with a
personal exhibition divided in two
different spaces. In Trento there are
some of her most recent works such
as Private Tableaux, Let me see it, One
Way Out and some of her new works
like White Curtain, which is a phrase
carved in white felt that introduces
the exhibition. In Rovereto there are
three site specific works, which were
ideated and realized by taking into
account the space of the museum.

we meet two sculptures made by the
artist with the aim to put on stage
utopia and the visionary immagination
of the avante-gardes at the beginning
of the century.

Theory in order to shed light

is a
diptych made of felt. On one side
texts and graphical elements are
carved. They come from Fortunato
Depero’s sceneries of movies that he
never produced. On the other side
there is a rectangular cut that
white frame
reproduces the
, a visual
and conceptual element that is typical
of Rosa Barba’s research. The light

The importance of taking into account
the museum space was so strong that
it is possible to read on the central
stairs’ walls that lead to the exhibition
floors a sign that leads to a potential
and virtual museum. We could even
call it ‘fictional’ to pay homage to
André Malraux. No Titles , made with
the institutional lettering of the
museum, is in fact a sort of pleasant
disorientation inside the museum
itself.

passes through the felt and projects
on the wall, where the shape of letters
and geometrical figures become
absolutely visible. It’s like the light
goes beyond the screen and
reinterpret
some
of
the
cinematographic historic avant-garde
visionary ideas, like the one that
breaks the limits imposed by the
frame of the shot and by the frame of
the screen itself..
4

I had the pleasure to meet Rosa Barba
at the Mart museum, in its suggestive
rooms, rigth close to her works. Our
conversation, aimed to retrace some
of the key elements of her research,
started exactly from there, from that
emptiness, that could also be
perceived as a beginning…
Rosa Barba: In my opinion emptiness
can always become action. It is a way
to put energy on stage. Instead of
adding something, I prefer deducting.
Fragmentation characterizes all my
work. I always look for those points
and gaps in the history of the place
where I find myself to wornk in. Even
in my longest movies what interests
me is a trace of the story that has not
been documented yet, a story that
somehow already exists but is still not
part of the real story.

Although those utopias have
nowadays become possible due to
the malleability and ductility of
electronic and digital media Rosa
Barba preferes to put on stage desire,
the power of imagination, the
visionary force, the “not yet” that
leaves any opportunity open, the
emptiness that preceeds any
beginning and that contains all the
energy of the creative gesture. It’s like
a blank page, or a not exposed film,
like the ones of Stage Archive, the
huge circular sculpture that named
this exhibition.
It is an archive on stage, that follows
the perfect avand-garde style of the
machinic aesthetics and that
reproduces a sort of concert
performed by many voices, a
“mechanical ballet” of emptyness,
where the most important things are
not the documents in the archive, but
the gap, the interval, the absence that
allows the creation of new
imaginative scenarios.

Giulia Simi: In your work, the
document is another element that
shares with the emptiness a sort of
vital energy and creative potential.
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Rosa Barba: Yes, in almost all my
movies I have to deal with limitations,
also temporal ones. If I have for
example a 10 min film and I have to
put everything on stage then I have to
try to edit in real time which also
means I have to be careful with what I
film. Another important thing is the
sound. The noise that the camera
makes when I turn it on has always
been extremely important for me. It is
part of a sort of performance that you
miss during the video. And then there
is the huge amount of material that
has to be handled. The video implies
endless opportunities to create
something. These opportunities
however make difficult sometimes to
understand what the key moment is.

The object-document is not at the
core of your attention. It is rather the
invisible gap between one document
and the other what interests you.
Rosa Barba: You’re right. In my
movies, for example, even the
landscape represents a document.
Every trace is a sort of document that
constantly changes. The document is
never something still for me. For
istance even people can be
documents. In my movies the actors
do not have to play a part. They are
people in the middle of the story. In
the movie I shot on the Vesusio (Split
Field) there are people who survived
the last eruption. Well, for me those
people are that scenario’s document.
It is this document that captures my
attention and that is also linked to the
mise-en-scene, to the creation of
potentialities.
Giulia Simi: What does working in the
field of cinema as a medium mean for
you? In a previous interview you
stated: “The film is not the most open
medium of all, but I like the limitations
that it offers.” This statement proves a
very different attitude from the one of
some video arts pioneers who hoped
to be able, through the electronic
media, to go beyond the limitations
imposed by the cinema and create
something completely new. But for
you it’s rather the opposite. Is the limit
itself a space for creativity?

Giulia Simi: And then I guess there is
the material aspect that you must
consider. The film, the projector…
Rosa Barba: Yes, precisely. Cinema
has a sculptural value for me. Yet this
aspect gets certainly lost during the

6

video. There is a sort of interactivity
with the physical medium that is able

machine, often described by scientists
and philosophers, e.g. Freud, through
the metaphor of the writing leaving
traces on a surface. In your case the
writing pierces the surface…

to create another sort of space. It is
then possible to find a moment for a
shared vision, for an action that can
be experienced with the public. I
consider this dialogic aspect

Rosa Barba: Exactly, like if it was
something negative. I consider they
are like instruments that have to pass
through the negative in order to
become visible.

fundamental. There is a sort of
performativity in the relation with the
spectator and between spectators
themselves. It’s the collective vision.
And it’s extremely different from the
typical fruition of digital media, for
which you can buy a DVD and watch it
at home, alone. It is a very different
thing.
For 15 years I have been working with
movies and I can say that its fade is an
extremely recent event. Since the
beginning I followed the world of film
festivals, which maintains the dialogic
aspect alive through the discussion
after the vision of the movie.
Nonetheless I have always been
attracted by the performative aspect,
the transformation of such action. I
began very soon to work with
installations, in order to put on stage
also machines. In any case my work is
always in progress. I never think of my
works as something finished, I like to
think of them as something travelling,
in constant metamorphosis.

Giulia Simi: There is also the matter of
the cut, which is more likely a wound..
Rosa Barba: Yes, it is. But I never
thought about it. First of all the work
was a research about the frame. Each
letter finds its way out through the
material, which could also be found
through the drawing. In any case the
letters are burnt by the light. For me
it’s like finding my way out from the
cinematographic system. A way out
from a specific system of functioning
to look for another type of language.

Giulia Simi: Let’s talk about your felt
sculptures. The projected light on the
wall reminds of cinema. But they also
remind, in my opinion, of the memory

Giulia Simi: And then there is the
7

colour white, an element that always
comes back in your work. What does
white represent to you?
Rosa Barba: It is like the reset button.
It is a gap, but it’s also resetting. When
I started my first movies, I used the
colour white to bring the narration
into another level. I used white to
fragment the story. When I used two
or three stories at the same time, the
white is useful to create different
levels. It was very powerful because it
was able to lead to new temporalities,
and for that reason I always
considered it extremely important.
Then I began to use it exclusively. I
said to myself: “All right, let’s take off
everything else and leave the white”.
And I made a lots of sculptures with
only white standing out on the
background.

Giulia Simi: Last question about the
concept of archive. This concept has
been fundamental in this exhibition
which is a dialogue between the
historical archives of this museum.
However, the same concept seems to
be present also in most of your work,
in which a relation with the past is
often present. I am thinking about
your movies on underground
architecture. There is a sort of digging,
an attempt to bring back to light
something uncovered…

Giulia Simi: And what about black…
Rosa Barba: Black for me is like a
break, it’s like taking a breath, while
the colour white is like a jump
towards a new form of imagination.
Just like in Stating the Real Sublime,
where I hung the projector on its own
narration, on its own film that tries in
this way to create the white.. I
researched a lot about this visual
element. As you can see also here – it
is the first time I use two felts in a
composition – I presented it again
through the rectangular cut of the
second felt.

Rosa Barba: Yes, it’s true. The
archaeological work, the digging in
order to discover something always
comes back, over and over…
Giulia Simi: It is a very different
operation from using found footage or
images found and presented through
editing, like some filmakers do. It is
like a metaphorical, symbolic work…
Rosa Barba: Absolutely. In fact I never
use found footage. Editing has a
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different value for me. It is action, or
what happens in front of the public.
Even here, with the archives I had, I
did not care about extracting some
documents, but rather about getting
inspired by them. I study and observe
them in order to create a new

artwork.

http://www.rosabarba.com/
http://www.mart.trento.it/
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The Italian Hub. Interview With Co.de.it
Sabina Barcucci

the interviews with Andrea Graziano,
Alessio Erioli and Davide Del Giudice.
A more and more increasing number
of students and professionals rely on
Co-De-iT, attracted by its hub role for
all those information and projects that
encounter problems in penetrating
the Italian context.
The history of Co-De-iT, born in the
net as a passionate exchange of
information on architecture and
digital fabrication, followed up with a
series of blog, and materialized
through AAST event (Advanced
Architecture Settimo Tokio:
conference, exhibition and workshop
on digital architecture, hosted in Turin
in 2009) and then as educational
networking in a constantly expanding
system. Next March 1 and 3, for
example, Co-De-iT will be directing a
series of workshops and lectures
called Intensive Aesthetics near
Barcelona’s Biological Architectures &
Design Conference.

The universe of social networks is
various and exciting. The phenomena
creating inside it may produce
standardized and confused chain
reactions or generate strong
connections, like Co-De-iT, that turn
“digital friendships” into solid and
productive relationships, capable of
growing and structuring as long as
they evolve, up to constitute an
important element in a global
scenario.
Co-De-iT is an independent group of
research on digital and scriptingbased architecture, born in Italy yet
strictly connected with the rest of the
world. Their activity is guided by a
mission: to bring to Italy some
innovations usually characterizing
other most advanced international
contexts. The request for innovation is
clear and concrete, as confirmed by

The Co-De-iT system was born out of
the complexity of the net, becoming
more and more adaptive and resistant
and generating possibilities that,
according to its curators, will
overcome the initial properties that
produced it.
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spreading among different areas of
knowledge and savoir-faire.
In general, I think Co-De-iT could be
depicted as a hub, through which we
try and aggregate, connect and direct
resources, information and
knowledge (and people as well)
depending on opportunities and
needs. For what concern our modus
operandi we are trying to do our best
to work on more fronts. One of the

Sabina Barcucci: Co-de-iT speaks for
itself: please tell us how it was born,
how it is growing, how it operates and
enters the panorama of research on
advanced design and where its wide
network comes from.

most important ones is no doubt
information spreading. Each of us
handle a lot of information
(sometimes maybe too much),
through official sites or personal
blogs, Facebook, Twitter and forums.

Andrea Graziano: Co-de-iT was born
in January 2010. Its history started by
“digital friendships” on the web and
shows how the net has become our
natural field, inextinguishable source
for our interests and research work,
and territory of exchange where every
day we plunge in, participate and try
to contribute personally. Each of the
members of Co-De-iT has a different
and personal attitude towards the net
and its usage, but we share a same
multidisciplinary approach.

We deeply believe that in order to
make what we do more
comprehensible and give value to the
matters we deal with, it is necessary,
or even strategic, to provide the
spectators with all the tools allowing
to understand culture, theory and
process laying at its base. That is why
we think one of our most efficient
instruments is to make information
available and accessible through our
channels, if we intend to contribute in
changing the reality of things.

Most of the latest events of
computational design and
architecture research has deep roots
in other fields, and the high amount of
current research and experimentation
works filling the net have their
strongpoint in multidisciplinarity and

Another front on which we are
fighting on lately is training through
the arrangement of various
workshops both about the use of
tools and techniques for generative
design, and about introducing
11

machinery for digital fabrication. We
are trying to give value to the cultural
context, transmitting not just mere
technical notions, but also patrimony
of resources surrounding us. Being
Co-De-iT a group of research, the
greatest part of our work lies in
experimentation itself, yet what I
would like to make clear is that our
interest is not only focused on design
or architecture planning, but on a
wider and better analysis of the
phenomena involved.

necessities, from atmospheric agents
to – taking it to the extreme –
market’s inflections. This field of
research has a very wide range of
applicability. What are your
experiences in the matter and what
the most important values the
research on responsive environment
could follow, in relation to all the
improvements brought by this
advanced technology? In other words,
will be ready for this kind of future?
Alessio Erioli: The World in which we

Our energies are also turned to the
experimentation of new models of
communication and training,
information managing, data
visualization, production. In other
words we are trying to turn spreading
and variety of interests into valid
instruments that should guide our
research.

live, move and operate is a complex
adaptive system, or a system
continuously defining their borders
and limits: the concepts of subject
and environment are relative (the
distinction itself belongs to an already
obsolete logic) and the borders
separating them are blurred.
Architecture, in its aspect of artefact
produced by a species that lives
collectively, has always been the
mediator between material systems,
physical-environmental pressures,
cultural, economical, political and
social powers.
The point is that adaptation times to
changing, which in the past had
different size among architectural
works and estimated life, got closer
and closer, up to reveal change as a

Sabina Barcucci: There is a rising
debate about reactive environments
and need to project architectures and
spaces in compliance with exterior

perceivable condition, searching for
equally rapid answers and adaptation
periods.
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Organisms and environments are in

“natural” while, for instance, we take
the irreversible influence of web on
our lives for granted (even the
simplest of calculators can boast this
phenomenon, and in general each
technology we use).

constant communication. There is a
continuous exchange of information
(under the shape of language, matter
and energy) we can only perceive a
part, because our limits are also
operative needs (there is a limit for

One of our most important goals for
design economy (research, training or
project) is to absorb and extend the
study of systems (with a range of
different scales, depending on the
system’s complexity and extension)
that handle these exchanges of
information incorporating a rising
complexity so that resilience could
increase. The term resilience indicates
a system’s capacity to absorb any
trauma caused by violent changes by
adapting to or protecting from them.

the amount of information we can
handle – a limit in constant definition
yet somehow always perceivable).
Technology is just one of the aspect
influencing evolution and search of
new solutions, and it is often mistaken
with its products. To this purpose, we
found Kevin Kelly’s vision of
technology very interesting: not a pile
of wires and metal, but a veritable
organism with needs and habits, living
in symbiosis with us, influencing our
existence, whose we are the
reproductive organs at the moment.

There are properties and strategies
that can be encountered in
ecosystems and increase their
resilience, such as heterogeneity, high
number of constituents, redundancy
and continuous communication
between system’s elements for
example (just to mention the most
interesting ones). We believe it is
possible to explore these strategies in
architecture (in product, formation
process and even in our work-flow)
for a better adaptation or response,
searching for a metabolism of
information, a digital metabolism.

We often think of technology as
something visible and distinguishable
(or vaguely alien), and in many cases
as something opposed to what it is

In a certain way, if we would just hold
onto to the mere prevision of the
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effects, we will never be ready for the
future, but we could become more
adaptable to change.

-iT.
Alessio Erioli: Protrude, Flow and
Morpho Towers are two installations
by Sachiko Kodama and Minako
Takeno that use ferrofluid and
magnetic fields to build highly
dynamic and emotional structures.
There are also artists working entirely
on digital codes (such as Jared
Tarbell, Casey Reas and many more).
Did ever exist a clear distinction
between two so complex fields like
art and science? In our opinion, the
terms defining them indicate points of
reference in a turbulence field rather
than rigid and exclusive
classifications: just as every form of
art has always prospered thanks to
scientific and technologic innovations
(often providing them with roles and
goals), so too every technology

Sabina Barcucci: In each area of
design, our research takes the form of
experimentation and sharing of
technology, so that our knowledge of
design could be integrated with
contemporary ideas. Gyorgy Kepes,
founder of Centre for Advanced Visual
Studies (CAVS) at MIT, consecrated
the structure to the creative
collaboration between artists and
scientists. In phenomena such as the
diffusion of digital fabrication, we can
find some efficient relation example
or discipìlinary crossing, approaches
more and more necessary to “invent”
and satisfy the complexity in which
we live.

produces an aesthetics of its own
(that alters, crossbreeds or replaces
the existing ones).
Moreover, the importance of creative
approach in science and disciplinary
rigor in artistic research cannot be
denied. The territory of intermediation
is the most fertile and full of
interaction patterns (generally meant
as sequences in space-time or forms
with orders on their own, from the
simplest to the most sophisticated)
that are routes and directions leading
to good results.

Thanks to digital fabrication applied to
architecture, the potentialities of art
are integral parts of scientifictechnology performances. Let’s talk
about this art-science union in the
cad-cam experience linked to Co-D14

In other words, this is an extraordinary
creative instrument, more and more
accessible to everybody and in fact
everybody uses it, by inserting it into
specific disciplinary fields or by freely
exploring a world filled with
potentialities still to be discovered.

Rather than starting from different
categories among which to search for
points of contact (an obsolete method
by now), we prefer to consider
ourselves as patter seekers: we try to
extend the possible applications of
the process we study without caring
too much about their eventual
classification or disciplinary outcome.
Instead, our goal is to evaluate
potentialities and performances as
long as process and research show
themselves. MIT’s “secret” is its
mentality, whose ties contribute in
revealing exploration routes where, as
rules of a game giving birth to
schemes and strategies, the formation
background of each part is seen as a
specificity basin that grows richer and
richer with its diversity of solutions.

Sabina Barcucci: Broadly speaking,
“Knowledge” has taken a new form. In
the net, many great gnoseological
systems, from the most traditional to
the most experimental ones, are
distributed freely under different
forms and different levels of usage.
The freedom to access plus the
interactive combinability give
something similar to knowledge
mass-customization, oriented and
created by a collaborative thinking
that often comes out of social
networks. By starting from this
Zigmut Bauman’s idea, it seems like
the pillars of knowledge are melting
and spreading around, so that they
may create room for new cognitive,
educational and didactical forms. Let’s
talk a little bit about that.

During our experimentations and
fabrication works we do not aim to a
determined object only, but rather to
the exploration and discovering of
mediation instruments that pave the
way for most complex interactions; as
for the concept of “territory of
intermediation”, our intent is to
explore the “development scenarios”
(expression coined by Sanford
Kwinter with reference to the code)
generated by those instruments. We
are experiencing a unique occasion on
a fabrication level: an increasing
democratization of technologies with
a rapid diffusion and sharing of
strategies, methods and projects.
15

which the continuous exchange

Alessio Erioli: First thing first. We
think knowledge is in constant
creation everywhere, and not only
within the places conceived for that
purpose, because it is not just a
product but above all a process
strictly linked to vital ones. At the
same time, the means through which
we create it interact with our way to
conceive the models producing it.

creates patterns with lots of
unexpected and surprising
implications, and encourages
constant interexchange and
communication.
As explained before, constant
communication is one of the
fundamental aspect for a system’s
resilience, even if the most complex
systems are also the most sensitive to
perturbations and thus more subject
to violent responses (and quick
collapses too). It would be wrong to
formulate a replacing thinking though:
the fact that knowledge is online does
not a priori deny or prevent schools
and universities from playing a key
role; should this be the reason,
universities could already be closed,
for one could even built an online PhD
without using any of their filters.

It is definitely true that new forms of
knowledge, alternative to
institutionalized formation, are
appearing, and due to their simplicity,
these are fierce competitors in the
struggle for resources. Nevertheless,
we do not share Bauman’s pessimistic
vision, nor we agree with the
simplification of the liquidity
metaphor in order to describe society.
All that was said in the previous
answer about the spreading digital
fabrication implies that each
individual is a potential consumer,
producer and creator of his own
resources.
In this sense we do not know if the
liquefaction is the right concept to
express what it is now happening to
knowledge, because melting implies
an homogeneous and inert
distribution; we prefer to explain the
phenomenon as a form of distribution,
different from knowledge, using
networks and system of information
models (with different levels of
quality, importance and function), in

The force of a new mode of
knowledge distribution and
transmission is indeed changing
radically the scale value and the level
16

of quality these modes are classified.
For example, being internet a copymachine, everything that could be
reproduced on internet takes a value
prone to 0: uniqueness, originality,
capability of improvisation then take a
new value, by reconfiguring in order
to integrate the qualities new means
can lead to.

action, on any scale, cause effects
overcoming the initial properties of
the system that produced it.

By excluding faculties such as
sociology, studying at a
phenomenological level mass
expressions linked to media, what is
the current number of institutions
offering education and explanation for
the role of social networks in handling
information and influencing
knowledge? We think that knowing
how to organize knowledge is just as
important as understanding its
contents.

Sabina Barcucci: For what concerns
the more local context where Co-D-iT operates, what is your attitude
towards the spreading of innovative
educational practices within the
Italian universities?
Andrea Graziano: Obviously Italian
academic contexts reflect the cultural
context of Italy as well, for better and
for worse, with each controversy and
peculiarity. In general I believe we

As for collaborative thinking and any
other attempt to ethically control
interaction systems, it is useful to
remember a fundamental rule that
goes well both with genetics and
memetics: survival is in the hand of
those capable of reproducing, or

suffer from a certain isolation, even
cultural, in relation to the International
context. As for computational design,

creating copies of themselves. In
other words, if a technology or idea is
capable of reproducing more easily, it
is certainly going to do that,
regardless of the consequences.

advanced architecture and digital
fabrication, they were seldom dealt
with during specific university courses
and conferences, or in almost unique
cases where new and often
unprepared generations of teachers
were automatically trying to bring
about changes.

Moreover, by considering the
characteristics of the emerging
properties of complex systems, any
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Behind this thirst for knowledge, due
to adequacy rather than novelty, the
students are not at ease by living a
clear contradiction between what is
everyday shown by the net culture
and what the academy stubbornly
provides them with.

No doubt my evaluations take into
consideration the situation of
research and university in Italy, where
the lack of funds heavily influence the
opportunities for a general
development, and within universities
as well. All the more so we consider
worse the fact that no resources have
been spent, both politically and
generally, on research and formation
as fundamental means necessary to
face the current period of crisis and
the rapid changes we will be forced to
reckon with in the immediate future.
Anyway, we think that confrontation
will be, or better it is already
inevitable, when facing strictly
architectural matters and cultural
ones, and this prolonged isolation will
increase the gap that every day
becomes more and more visible,
urgent and unpleasant. A clear
symptom of all of this is the largest
and evident students’ interest to
information flows, workshops and
works we organized along with
networks, as well as the continuous
and appreciated request for

However, this increasing gap is also
bringer of huge potentialities because
the energies spent, the curiosity and
the desire to emerge will be the base
for uncommon and important
explorations, researches and
solutions. Now more than ever, we
think this moment of crisis will reveal
the best people, resources, strategies
and tools to find a way out of it.

bibliographic references, links or
masters and doctorates.

http://www.co-de-it.com/
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The “scoppiatore”. The Intonarumori By Luigi
Russolo
Claudia Maina

Maffina, G., Luigi Russolo e l’arte dei
rumori, Torino, ed. Martano, 1978, p.
131). [1]
It is June 2, 1913. During a Futurist
evening at the Teatro Storchi in
Modena Luigi Russolo presents to the
public the first of his Intonarumori,
the scoppiatore. The public response
is symptomatic of its lack of
preparation in assisting to such
performance. In a newspaper of the
time “La Gazzetta dell’Emilia”, the
review on 3rd June 1913 is entitled
“The Futurist happy evening at the
Teatro Storchi”.

“Let us cross a great modern capital
with our ears more alert than our
eyes, and we will get enjoyment from
distinguishing the eddying of water,
air and gas in metal pipes, the
grumbling of noises that breathe and
pulse with indisputable animality, the
palpitation of valves, the coming and
going of pistons, the howl of
mechanical saws, the jolting of a tram
on its rails, the cracking of whips, the
flapping of curtains and flags.
We enjoy creating mental
orchestrations of the crashing down
of metal shop blinds, slamming doors,
the hubbub and shuffling of crowds,
the variety of din, from stations,
railways, iron foundries, spinning
wheels, printing works, electric power
stations and underground railways”.
“(Russolo Louis. L’arte dei rumori,, in

Among the constant interruptions
from the audience, Filippo Tommaso
Marinetti introduced the new
19

Russolo began designing the

instrument and promised that “… it’ll
give you pleasant feelings.” After
listing the noises that inspired its
construction, Luigi Russolo and his
collaborator and friend Ugo Piatti,
brought on stage the awaited
Scoppiatore: “… The appearance of the
famous Scoppiatore was greeted by
violent shouts and Homeric laughter.
Some screamed “to the asylum!”

Intonarumori after writing an
important letter-manifesto L’Arte dei
Rumori (Mar. 11, 1913) addressed to
the Futurist musician F. Balilla
Pratella. The manifesto says: “In
ancient life it was all silence. Due to
the invention of machines, in
nineteenth century Noise was born.
Today, noise reigns supreme upon the
sensitivity of men. ” (Russolo., L’Arte
dei Rumori in Maffina. Op Cit. P. 129)

… Among the most lively and noisy
laughter, incessant and vigorous
interruptions, the public cried out:
“There is a trick, there’s a trick! Open
the box! You are imitators, you are
traditionalists! You want us to
appreciate an imitation, while we can
easily enjoy the original!” Russolo and
Piatti tried the tool twice… The
audience laughed loudly and
Marinetti, losing his patience,
shouted: “You have the sceptical
attitude of farmers in front of … ” But
he couldn’t go on, the pandemonium
was at its top” (Op. Cit Maffina.. p. 29.)
[2].

[3].

Luigi Russolo claims that the musical
evolution is moving towards the
attempt of combining dissonant
sounds together, research that will
lead to the identification of the
sound-noise. The text analyzes the
difference between sound and noise
and identifies the nature of the
continuity of the sound, which is less
fragmented and irregular than the
noise. It is important to work on the
differences between noise and sound.
“… ‘We must break out of this limited

While Russolo started the machine,
screams and whistles, and some
applause too, filled the room. The
noise coming from the crowd was so
loud that it covered the noise made
by the Intonarumori. The Futurists
were forced to end the evening. “I
perfectly knew – Marinetti shouted at
the audience while people were
leaving – that donkeys wanted the
monopoly of noise!”
20

produce other waves that overlap at

circle of sounds and conquer the
infinite variety of noise-sound“.

the beginning but that break, multiply
and expand around the point of

Russolo explains that in order to
produce a sound it is necessary to
make a body to vibrate regularly at a
pace that our auditory nerve will
perceive as a sensation of vibration in
series, that mix together to shape a
continuous musical sound: “… if I
manage to reproduce a noise at this
speed, I’ll get a sound made out of a
combination of several noises, or
rather a noise which repetition in
series will be sufficiently quick to give
a sound-like impression of continuity.

agitation.
” The real and fundamental difference
between sound and noise can be
reduced to this alone: noise is
generally much richer in harmonics
than sound… But, since these
harmonic sounds always accompany a
pre-dominant fundamental tone,
every noise has a pitch”(Russolo,
L’arte dei rumori in Maffina. Op Cit. P.
143). [4]

The difference of timbre is analyzed
through the definition of the
overtones. Every body that vibrates,
he says, besides its keynote which
provides the longest vibration, is
divided into other parts that follow
the vibrations of the whole but with
different wavelength. We can
therefore form nodes and antinodes.
The diversity of their composition will
determine secondary vibrations able
to modify the timbre of the keynote.

Mechanically, through the voltage
change of a diaphragm, Luigi Russolo
makes the variations of tone and
semitone, it is to say the enharmonic
steps that we find in the sounds of
nature, possible. “However, if
enharmonic sounds exist in nature, or
better if in nature the sound-noise
exists only in these sounds, and if
these sounds are easily perceived by
the ear, why not to use them in

“In producing noise – Russolo says –
the strength and the irregularity with
which a body is placed in vibration
leads to a vast harmonic sounds
production.” As an example: if you dip
a stick in calm water it produces a
series of waves that, starting from the
stick itself, spread and regularly
widen. When the water is rough it’ll
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Explosions, Hissing roars, Bangs,
Booms. 2 – Whistling, Hissing, Puffing
3 – Whispers, Murmurs, Mumbling,
Muttering, Gurgling. 4 – Screeching,
Creaking, Rustling, Buzzing. 5 –
Crackling, Scraping. 5 – Noises
obtained by beating on metals,
woods, skins, stones, pottery. 6 Voices of animals and people, Shouts,
Screams, Shrieks, Wails, Hoots, Howls,
Death rattles, Sobs. In this list we have
enclosed one of the most peculiar
among fundamental noises; the
others are no more than a
combination of these noises. (Op. Cit.
P. 133). [6]

music?” (Russolo in Maffina. Op Cit. p.
60.) [5]
As the classic writing system does not
consider the subdivisions of the
semitone, the problem is now how to
write an enharmonic melody. To
identify the enharmonic transition
between a tone and another Russolo
invented the line-note, which is
appropriate for tracking dynamic
continuity and he sees as the essence
of enharmony.
The months after the output of the
manifesto, Russolo, with the
assistance of his friend, the painter
Ugo Piatti, began to build the first
Intonarumori. The first Intonarumori,
the scoppiatore, built in an
environment of strong creative
enthusiasm, will be shown during the
evening in program at the Teatro
Storchi in Modena. “This first tool –
says Russolo – reproduced the
characteristic noise of the sparkignition engine and could change the
tone of this noise up to a maximum of
two octaves. There was shared
enthusiasm: “This was because

The first 21 Intonarumori are howling,
thunder, crackling, crumpling,
exploding, gurgling, buzzing and
hissing. The Intonarumori described
by him is a rectangular base box, with
a trumpet on the front and a crank on
the back. The crank serves to start the
movement that leads to the
production of noisy excitement.
Depending on the speed at which it is

everyone was able to observe the
changes in tone present in such
particular noise like the one of the
spark-ignition engine.”
In the attempt to collect the variety of
possibilities of noises that life
presents, Russolo thinks of 6 families
of noises: 1 – Roars, Thunderings,
22

operated, it modifies the intensity of
sound, giving piano and forte. On the
top there is a lever that moves on a
graduated scale and has the function
to vary in tone, semitone and tone. By
moving it, we increase the tension of
the harmonic strings which at the
same time is shortened by a bridge.
The most tensioned is the rope the
highest is the sound.
“The Russolo experiments,” says
Murray Schafer in his book The
Soundscape “represent a crucial step
in the history of acoustic perception, a
reversal of the roles of figure and
background” (Schafer, R. Murray., The
Soundscape, Milan, and . Ricordi,
1985). [8]

The Intonarumori can be played by
gripping the handle with the left hand
and by turning the crank with the
right, or by pressing a button for those
that are turned on electrically.
Crepitatori
Russolo then lists the sound effects of

his machine: “The
produce
a metal crackle that has no
comparison. They are extremely
intense and have a perfect and easy
intonation and a timbre rich of
harmonic high sounds. They offer
tremendous resources, changes in
intensity, especially in the treble,
which can give a sort of high grunt
like a skinned animal, or an
Argentinean, gentle, adjustable, clear,
detached tinkle. The sharp crackle is
perfect for solos and it’s probably an
instrument able to produce virtuosity.
The lows give the effect of iron scraps
agitated rapidly and confusedly or
moved with crackling clarity and
aridity”(Op. Cit. P. 169). [7]

Usually we pay more attention to the
part of the sounds that emerges from
an audio, diverse and confused
background. We are surrounded by a
blurred magma of noises. Immersed
in this total confusion we tend to
listen to sounds which are diverse in
timbre and meaning. If for example
we travel on public transports in a
chaotic city like Milan, the volume of
noise coming from the traffic and the
bus itself is extremely high. We tend
to isolate ourselves from this
confused background by listening to
our neighbour talking on the phone or
by listening to music.
Let’s then pay attention to something
more complex and confusing. Let us
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define in our listening one single
sound, (the squeak of rubber of doors
that open and close) and move the
attention from its background
function to its function as a figure.
We’ll see that the sound is full of
unusual rhythmic and tonal qualities
that stimulate us equally. Out of its
normal context, it appears in its new
beauty. It is exactly the beauty of a
new possible play that Russolo talks
about.

conception of the sound material.

This attention to the sound material
and to its use makes Russolo so in line
with the evolution of the music
language that his manifesto The Art of
noises is quoted by John Cage as one
of the texts at the base of the creation
of music. Also the composer Edgar
Varèse (1883-1965) becomes aware of
Russolo’s instruments and the
difficulty to work with its sounds.

Russolo enacts a reversal, changes our
perspective of listening. By translating
noise into music he warns us “First
make the senses vibrating and your
brain will also vibrate! Make the
senses vibrating through the
unexpected, the mysterious, the
unknown and you’ll have the true,
deep and intense emotion of the soul
” (Russolo in Maffina. Op. Cit. p. 175.)
[9]

By listening Ionisation (1929-31), his
perhaps closest work to Russolo
experiences, we notice a high
component of noise. On occasion
there is a fire emergency or air strikes
siren that overruns the sound space.

Notes:

., L’arte dei rumori
[1] – (Russolo Luigi
Luigi Russolo e l’arte,
in
deiMaffina,
rumori G. F..,
, Torino, ed. Martano, 1978,
p. 131).

The variety of the percussions timbres
blends with it and creates a general
feeling of disorientation. “(…): For the
first time the listener faces a new
universe of space and sound, made of
noises and instruments that produce
an unclear sound. The traditional line
between sound and noise is shot
down, replaced by an extremely new

[2] – (Maffina. Op. Cit. p. 29.)
L’arte dei rumori
[3] – (Russolo.,
Maffina. Op. Cit. p. 129)
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in

[4] – (Russolo., L’arte dei rumori in
Maffina. Op. Cit. p. 143)

[7] – (Op. Cit. p. 169)
[8] – (Schafer, R. Murray.,
, Milano, ed. Ricordi, 1985)

[5] – (Russolo in Maffina. Op. Cit. p. 60.
)

[9] – (Russolo in Maffina. Op. Cit. p.
175.)

[6] – (Op. Cit. p. 133).

“Il paesaggio
sonoro”
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Retina.it. Sonic Universes In Random
Pasquale Napolitano

designers, is printed in a limited
edition of 500 copies, each one of
which has a different anagram on the
cover resulting from the letters
extracted from the lyrics and the
name Retina.it. Of this articulated and
stimulating music project, looking at
the past and at the future at the same
time, we talk about it with Lino and
Nicola: after a few years from the first
meeting with Digicult, we take the
chance to evaluate the progress of
their present production, after years
of activity at a national and
international level.

After three years from the previous
release Semeion on Hefty, the
Neapolitan duo Retina.it formed by
Lino Monaco and Nicola Buono, who
are together since the beginning of
the 90s, is back with a new album
Randomicon on FlatMate / Störung
Records.

Randocomicon is the result of the
great research on modular synths, the
majority of which are created by
Nicola Bruno, and it is conceived as a
random
tribute to the
which
determined the universe origins, a
moment of seminal insight generating
chaos. Sound chaos which the
Retina.it are able to control through a
timber and combinatorial logic which
during the years became their
trademark.

Pasquale Napoletano: You work all
over the world but you have solid
roots in Naples, even in a period of
time when living in it is not easy, for
sure. In my opinion it is this visceral

The cd, developed by AP_AA
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roots which allowed you to get
unharmed through the cultural trend
of “Naples power” of the previous
years and that turned out to be
completely ephemeral. You instead
have always been out of the
sensationalisms. What does it mean
for you to live and create in a place
like this one?
Retina.it: What is “Naples power” We
do not know anything about that. We

Pasquale Napoletano: Electronic
music, meant as a genre, probably run
out of its pioneering component to
become a language, a way to
communicate in a sometimes direct
and visceral way. What does playing
electronic music mean, today?

try to look past out perimeter walls
since we are really motivated to look
for something new. We are ostinat
and stubborn, even too much at
times. We filter everyday trying to
take only what stimulates us in such a
tormented place like the one we live
in, where you can feel the energy and
it is really strong..

Retina.it: Playing electronic music
today is like playing rock in the 70s.
Living the revival aside, any era is
characterized by a sound. In the past,
in any house it was easy to find a
musical instrument, even if it was not
played. Now you at least find a
computer and with the easiness of
accessing information, and that’s it.
Any boy wo has enough curiosity is
able to understand the way to use the
medium for a creative process like
music.

Pasquale Napoletano: In your new
record Randomicon, it seems to me
that a particularly dark electronic vein
emerges, something which has always
been there but that now comes out
without any conditioning. What is
there behind this sound?
Retina.it: There is the fact that we
spent most of our life listening to
minor chords. The negative
conditioning which this society tries

Pasquale Napoletano: Always talking
about the new record, how does
Randomicon come to life, a tribute, as
it is written on the cover notes, to the
random concept? And how will it be
live, since that is a very important

to inexorably overcome. A lot of anger
for the blindness of institutions
keeping on with the realization of a
project made of subjection and
political patronage.
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Pasquale Napoletano: I’ve always
been interested in your work on
processes, meaning coming to a solid
and structured sound through
unconventional procedures. Did you
experiment new processes this time
too? And speaking of that, did the
relationship with the FlatMate label
and the production by Alex Gamex
influence your way of working?

aspect in your expressive universe?
Retina.it: There is an analogical synth
module by Buchla called Source of
Uncertainty. You give it an imput an it
gives you back outputs which differ
from the original one and that
happens random. Nicola rebuilt a
similar but smaller project: this small
instrument reflects completely who
we are. Like an explosion of a

Retina.it: Sometimes you have new
processes when new instruments on
which to start investigating are added
to the set up, being them hardware or
software. Since a few years, precisely
after the travel to Chicago in the
studio of John Hughes of Hefty, where
we realized our yeat unrelease album
which we deeply care about, we
found ourselves in front of a huge
modular synth.

supernova generating new worlds, we
try to explode to create small
microcosms made of sound, in a
completely random way.
For the presentation of the live
performance we have some principles
to start from, but I assure you that
from time to time, even if the tracks
are recognizable and have certain
characteristics, they assume different
forms and shades. Everything
depends on many factors
characterizing any live event, starting
from the sound system to come to
the audience.

From “buchla” to “sinth”, from
“doepfer” to “wiard”, going through “tb
303” stricktly modified “Devil fish”, to a
“fenix” built in few exemplars, all
perfectly “patchable” among them.
We really wanted to travel, without
spending a lot of money, to the world
of modular analogical synthesis. With
all due proportions, we are
customizing a modular “synth”, on one
hand buying some modules by
Doepefer, Cweijman, Harvestman and
on the other hand building them.
Nicola, who is the mind and the arm,
has just ultimated sixty modules,
clones of Moog, Arp, Paia, some of
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which have just been tested during
the production of Randomicon. Right
now, he is up against a VCO “ASM”
and a VCF “EMS”.
All things considered, this new entry
retraces almost the same path we
were used to pass through, when we
were creating sounds. We have
always used the studio as if it was an
only modular synth. We were making
sound go through Korg, Yahama,
Doepfer which do not have an audio
input to used them as filters. From
then we went through multi effects
and modulators. So, we could define
this process as similar to the one of
the creation of a sound on a modular
system.

Pasquale Napoletano: Together with
the tracks you always have a solid
video performative corollary able to
build with sound an in inextricable
relationship, so much so that you
cannot perceive the sound separated
from the images and viceversa. Did
this happen also for this work?

As far as our relationship with Flatmat
is concerned, it is all very easy. We
know Alex Gamez personally and he is
a very quiet person. It is thanks to him
that we got in contact with the
designers studio AP-AA, who
developed the concept of our album
cover, which is different for all the 500
copies, as you will know.

Retina.it: In our live performances, we
used slides. Not simple slides, but
small microcosms in which we put
oils, colors, dusts etc. With the heat of
the lamp the liquid substances started
moving creating images at times
kaleidoscopic and with an almost
hippy taste. Then, we worked with
friends who worked as vjs and they
helped us during the live
performance. Recently, a bit tired of
these sporadic collaborations, we
decided to experiment on our own
this side of live performances, as well.
But we were not sure about what
software to use. We asked Claudio
Sinatti for some advice and he
suggested to use Quartz Composer, a
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inspired us in the production of the
video of
, Quayola, with
his work presented at Earthquake of
Avellino in December 2010. Speaking
of music, we really enjoyed Senking,
but also Scorn and our friends Matter
who we are fans of since forever.
Without forgetting the reprints of
classic new wave albums: Sound from
the lion mouth and Half machine lip
mores, strictly in vinil.

modular software using a visual
programming language similar to
Ableton and Logic. Obviously we are
just starting and the results do not
always satisfy us, we are still learning
and we want to participate to a good
workshop sooner or later, even if right
now we do not feel the need to,
thanks to the great online comunities,
among which Kineme, dealing with
software.
Pasquale Napoletano: Looking at your
career from a more general point of
view and thinking about the attention
you showed for masters of the past
like Shaeffer and Gesualdo, in the
works presented at Flussi 2009 and
Sentieri Barocchi, together with the
Conservatorio of Avellino between
2009 and 2010, who are the artists
you artistically grow up with? And,
more recently, were there artists,
obviously not necessarily linked to
electronic music, who impressed you
in a particular way?

Pasquale Napoletano: Even if with the
most enigmatic sounds it is very easy,
listening to your records or your livesets, you sometimes sway in the
rythms of dance. To make a long story
short, a Cartesian question: dance-hall
yes, or dance-hall no

Retina.it: Many, very many. Let’s try
giving some coordinates: from Spk to
Nitzer Ebb, passing through
Auterchre, coming to today with
Anbb. All of what is in the middle
represents our musical background.
Developing a new interest for videos,
we discovered some interesting and
innovative artists: Candas Sisma
which with her new video Flux

Retina.it: Swinging on XYZ is not a
bad thing at all. Let’s say yes to
dances, but with moderation.

http://www.retinait.com/

Randomicon
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The Dialectic Of Noise. An Aesthetic
Perspective
Simone Broglia

occurrence of noise from an historical
sociological point of view are related
to the first group; the analysis of the
relationship between noise and the
development and evolution of taste is
related to the second group.
It is probably necessary to make a
step back to rediscover noise and
silence, to listen to them with new
ears and read them as a new aesthetic
opportunity. In this regard, by seeking
a different way to talk about noise
and analyse it, we’ll try to highlight
some of the interpretations that have
been made. We’ll investigate the
relationship between noise and
silence as it emerges from Luigi
Nono’s work, one of the most
authentic examples of aesthetic of
noise and silence

Especially nowadays, noise is deeplyrooted in every individual. Being the
unquestionable protagonist of our
daily life brings two consequences:
one is the development of a particular
interest in noise as point of departure
for different studies, and the other is
the stratification of these studies and
opinions. They overshadow the
possibility of alternative readings and
the rediscovery of the phenomenon
with all its qualities.
Besides the medical analysis of noise
and its consequences, in recent years
the studies about noise grew
exponentially. They can be inscribed
in two main groups: the noise in
contemporary society and the noise in
contemporary aesthetics.
The documents that analyze the
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tried to look at the world. But it hasn’t

The Industrial Era: the cradle of noise

understood yet that the world is not

The Industrial Era and the entrance
into the twentieth century have a
pivotal role in the history of the
relationship between silence and
noise. In his book “Il secolo del
rumore” recently released by Il Mulino,
Stefano Pivato explains this parental
relationship with great sensitivity and
a detailed bibliographic in-depth
examination. This book represents the
last, or one of the last witnesses of a
research tradition that propose an
historical-sociological approach to the
matter.

to see, it’s to hear. It is not to read, it’s
to listen to. Our science always
wanted to control, count, abstract and
limit the senses, forgetting that life is
noise and only death is silence.”[1]

Pivato tries to position noise in a
particular context by giving it a date
and a place of birth, which would be
easily located in a crucial historic
period between the nineteenth and
twentieth century. Industrialization
and combustion mechanisms
introduced the loud voice of engines,
which could be confused with
something purely mechanical and
inhuman. Something important
however needs to be highlighted: in
that period man started to feel

The society that Pivato describes
tends toward a future in which noise
is life. The author focuses on the
celebrative aspect of noise as a lively
and bright element. Exemplary is the
story of Ferraris’ owners who loved so
much the noise of their cars’ engine to
record it on a CD.
The Nineteenth century was not a
century of silence, of lack of sounds.
The difference between the twentieth
century however, as Pivato tells us, is
that in the nineteenth century noises
were all constrained within working
schedules and time, were all enclosed
in the rhythm of life. In the twentieth
century is exactly the opposite. Noise
is spread, aesthetically celebrated and

involved, to be a glad witness, at a
higher volume, of the advent of a new
tool or invention. Centuries of new
noisy inventions are greeted with
enthusiasm. Noise becomes the
acoustic symbol of progress.
Pivato quotes Attali: “For twenty-five
centuries the Western culture has
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endless knowledge able to shape the

philosophically justified.

sensory perceptions that, according

The first celebration of noise and his
first philosophical justification started
with the Futurism: the sound of
moving forward and the sirens of the
progress became art, became a true
hymn to reality, so celebrative that is
deeply mimetic. Sounds are not
perceived like sublime metaphors of
world’s experiences and noises any
longer, and the attention starts
focusing on noises organized in
artworks, brought by the external
world into the internal world of art.

to Descartes, are still not clear.
Aesthetics, then, is the study of the
sensitive perception, of the senses
and the relation between senses and
logical knowledge. It is also, however,
the study of art as a set of disciplines
directly related to senses.

This dialectic between art and life,
between noise and musical sound
allows us to move from the
sociological and historical level to the
aesthetic one. But before approaching
the aesthetic level a terminological
premise and an in-depth examination
about Paul Hegarty’s book
Noise/Music are required. [2]

Baumgarten‘s analysis focuses on the
five senses, leaving sight and hearing
at last. To hearing is then assigned a
particular task: it is the bridge
between rationality and sensitivity.
Hearing is in fact a sense that is tied to
the body and the feel, in the way that
it allows to perceive our own living
body’s vibrations.

A premise about the meaning of
aesthetic seems necessary, both to
talk about the aesthetic of noise and
to understand the mechanisms of
perception at the core of Nono’s
theory about the relation between
noise and sound. The term aesthetics
was coined by Baumgarten in 1735. He
deepened it afterwards, in 1750, [3] by
writing a book entitled Aesthetica in
which he explicitly tries to establish
an inferior epistemology, which is to
say a science that could be source of

This combination of rationality and
sensibility is the right way to approach
Aesthetics meant as the taste of an
epoch. In this sense the noise as a
cultural phenomenon becomes alive
in Hegarty’s research. Hegarty
decided not to focus on the category
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of noise music, which he considers a
category proper for records shops.
What interests Hegarty is the cultural
phenomenon of the tolerance to
noise, of artistic appropriation, of
noise perception as a value and not as
undesirable act of acoustic
overpower. If by definition noise is
usually opposed to silence and music,
according to Hegarty noise and music
have a symbiotic relationship, which
makes them deeply related. In his
book there are different kind of music,
from those who make noise as an
aesthetic, intellectual and refined
trace, to groups that seek the noise or
situations in which noise is preconceptually conceived as symbol of
life.

Sound is one of the sensitive
phenomena that is closer to our direct
experience. Sound is a rapid variation
of pressure, produced in an elastic
medium by the vibration of a material
body, called sound source, that is
perceived by the organs of the human
hearing. In other words, a body that
vibrates transmits its own vibration to
the elastic material that surrounds it,
air or water for example, which then
spread the vibration. This vibration,
perceived by human hearing, is sound.

According to Noise/music, the fact
that noise is considered something
difficult to identify and understand
could create a problem on sound and
musicality and force people to
question whether they are a matter of
taste and habit, or something related
to a universal order.

Usually, to establish a definition of
noise and sound, the point of
departure is the perception of noise
as an annoying and unexpected
sound, often extremely intense,
different from music, that generally
disturbs communication. In acoustic,
noise is first of all a sound, something
moving, that progresses in time;
something that could be idealized in
the white noise, a chaotic but
continuous set of vibrations in which
every vibration has more or less the
same size.

Let’s try to question everything again

As Helmholtz, one of the greatest

and analyze the first part of the
inquiry about the noise-sound-silence
triad. First of all we can try to give a
definition, at least physical, of sound.
Sound is a phenomenon that includes
on one hand the extension curve from
silence to noise and on the other hand
it outlines an acoustic data in the
perception.

scholars of the nineteenth century
that studied the perception of sound,
pointed out the lack of a regular
element is what makes the noise,
acoustically and perceptively, to be
something anonymous and
indistinguishable. In fact, it is the
oscillation period that indicates the
progress of the vibration, which
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gutters the energy, makes it sound
and gives it a shape.

data. According to Nono, silence is
everything that communicates a clear
nothing. Void, absence of vibrations,
also on-going noise, is silence. Nono
brings up the example of traffic in the
tube. Noise in the tube is so perpetual
and unclear that it doesn’t
communicate anything, which means
it can be considered silence.
Noise becomes a valuable
phenomenon: its being unclear and
vague is a form of silence. According
to Nono an acoustic void and
shapeless group of vibrations without
periodicity have two things in
common: the lack of a message, of
any sort of communication, and the
possibility, due to the lack of a shape,
to become anything.

A different approach to the topic.
Noise as experience and endless
opportunity.
After defining noise physically, and
after showing different points of view,
it is interesting to step back and
suggest the interpretation of noise
given by Luigi Nono. Nono, one of the
most important composer of the late
twentieth century, understood how to
use technologies to create a musical
current of thought that had at its core
the investigation of the relationship
between silence-noise and sound.

Nono keeps contextualizing sound
and noise over and over. In this way
sound and noise gain an always
deeper perceptive-communicative
role. Silence is the stage before sound
and the lack of information in the
chaotic sum of vibrations of noise.
This is not a trivial concept. On one
hand he avoids the naturalistic
component and the component of
stillness. On the other hand he relates
silence to noise within the lack of
communication and the expressive
capability.

Let’s begin by saying that for Nono
silence and noise are not opposed. In
his aesthetic noise is not a celebration
of life but a closer level to senses and
sensitivity, more than to the symbolic
value. Therefore, to decode Nono’s
dialectic it is necessary to depart from
a focal point: the communication

From a purely aesthetic point of view,
Nono’s way to think of silence is also
important for what concerns the
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following guess. Let’s imagine a ball
which great circle is crossed by a thin
membrane. The membrane is
extremely flexible, able to vibrate and
to change its shape and the shape of
the half-spheres that it ties together.
Let’s suppose that one half-sphere is
completely empty and the other one
is completely full of vibrations, and
that the sound is like the thin
membrane that determines subtle
shifts between what is empty and
what is full, between acoustic void
and white noise. The entire sphere is
the silence in which homeostasis is
kept.

direction of perception. In his works,
the silent/noisy connotation of
musical instruments’ emission
contributes to conduct an easy
reversal of the subject’s attention. In
the past, the pause was an
element/point between two hold
sounds. Now two long situations of
lull surround the emission of a
point/sound which at the same time
breaks the perception of a rhythmic
scanning of music.

The sound comes from a movement
within the stillness of silence. Silence
is the deadlock that cannot be
achieved upon the membrane, which
admires the total absence of
information and the perfect balance
and separation between void and
noise. Silence stands exactly like one
of these moments, a complex and
sophisticated situation that needs to
be managed and listened to in order
to communicate something. Silence is
the emptiness where nothing exists,
but that can host a sound, dishing the
membrane that divides the halfspheres. It can also be a dense
fullness that, at some point, clears its
mesh until something comes out,
dishing the same membrane seen
from a different angle.

4 ’33′
‘ – the
famous silent piece by John Cage –
the pursuit of silence leads to the
listening of the richness of soundsnoises of nature, in Nono the pursuit
of silence allows to perceive the noisy
and lively nature of which sound is
made of.
Making it simple, if in

Since space is always present in
Nono’s work, to better explain the
relationship between sound-silence
and noise we could venture the

The sound becomes a small projection
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which, through
the tension A
with
the
Noise/Music.
History
void, originates sound.

of the original silence, a puff that
could be heard between void and
noise. The rest of the sphere that
represents silence remains in a sort of
stillness that vents out, in the tension

Silence, sound and noise become the
keystones
of a
naive approach to the
Filosofia
arte
estetica
sound material, which goes beyond
the stratified cultural datas. The aim is
to return to the endless acoustic,
artistic and emotional possibilities of
listening.

of the membrane, the two opposites
of which is made of.

Notes:
[1] – Pivato,
Mulino, Bologna 2011, p. 8.
[1] – Hegarty,
Continuum Publishing 2008
[1] – Su questo cfr, Ophaelders,
, Mimesis,
Milano 2008, pp. 50 segg

Silence and noise are not opposed.
Noise can be read as part of silence,

Il secolo del rumore
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Media Adventures In Belgrade. The Share
Conference
Julianne Pierce

phenomenally successful Exit music
festival, the foundation was
established in 2010 to support the
reform of higher education in Serbia.
Based in Novi Sad, the foundation
aims to improve the quality of
education, provide experience
opportunities and encourage greater
collaboration between Serbian
students and international peers.

Things are happening in Belgrade. This
historic city sitting at the junction of
the Danube and Sava rivers is
throwing off a troubled past and with
the enthusiasm of its young
population, is striving to create a
dynamic and media savvy cultural
hub. The SHARE Conference, held in
early April 2011 is an example of the
entrepreneurism that appears to be
taking hold in this rapidly emerging
creative environment.

As the name implies, the SHARE
Conference was started in order to
create a meeting space for sharing
ideas, practices and methods. Whilst
there was a mix of Serbian and
international speakers, the audience
was very much local and comprised
mainly of students, artists and
musicians.

Bringing together internet and social
activists, new media artists and
musicians, SHARE Conference aimed
to inspire a lively debate amongst a
range of practitioners from Serbia,
Europe, UK, the Middle East and the
US. This first edition was initiated and
co-ordinated by The State of Exit
Foundation. Growing out of the
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Israeli forces and Hamas, the Islamist
governing party of the Gaza Strip. For
the audience, it was a first hand
insight into how outspoken citizens
are persecuted, not only by occupying
forces but also by the Hamas
authorities. Asmaa has been arrested
several times by Hamas for her
opinions expressed on her blog. As a
journalist and as a woman, she is
constantly threatened for having
independent views and for advocating
free speech and political freedom.
What came through in her talk was
her incredible resilience and belief in
change and that the principle of free
speech is a fundamental right that she
would continue to fight for, no matter
what.

The SHARE Conference had overtones
of early days of the Barcelona festival
Sonar, which in its first incarnations
aimed to bring together new media
art, discussion and music. Like Sonar,
SHARE was comprised of both
daytime and nighttime events, with
the talks and discussion during the
day and a club/music programme at
night. Both SHARE by Day and SHARE
by Night were very well attended,
with several sessions and club nights
full to capacity. This level of
participation created a real buzz, with
conversations happening across the
venues, but also disappointment
expressed by some that they could
not get into popular performances by
people such as the UK artist Tricky.
The conference programme itself had
a very strong focus on activism and
aimed to highlight projects that utilise
or ‘hijack’ dominant media for social
and critical purposes. Its focus was on
how media can be used for social
change, embracing the concept of
media tools as platforms for
community engagement and
channels for an independent voice.
Key to this was the inclusion of Arab
activists, prominent in the use of
media such as twitter to give voice to

From the European side, Italian
artists/activists Paolo Cirio and
Alessandro Ludovico presented their
project Face to Facebook, an online
project where they ‘stole’ 1 million
Facebook profiles, filtering them with
face-recognition software and
presenting them on a custom-made

the Arab Spring.
Gaza based blogger, Asmaa Alghoul
gave the audience a very moving
account of living in occupied
territories, under the rule of both the
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dating website. Face to Facebook is
part of the The Hacking Monopolism
Trilogy, the third work in a series that
began with Google Will Eat Itself and
Amazon Noir. The artists say about

creative and design community in
Serbia. What came through from
these presentations is the real
enthusiasm to build a creative
community, but also the challenges
that young people are facing in
setting up new businesses and
cultural enterprises. Finding
affordable space for studios and a lack
of interest from local authorities to
support the ambitions of a younger
generation are real problems. Some
novel solutions are being proposed,
such as setting up a mobile studio on
a boat, that would move around the
waterways surrounding Belgrade.

the trilogy: “These works share a lot in
terms of both methodologies and
strategies. They all use custom
programmed software in order to
exploit (not without fun) three of the
biggest online corporations (Google,
Amazon and Facebook), exploiting
conceptual hacks that generate
unexpected holes in their well oiled
marketing and economic system.”
In an engaging and entertaining
presentation, Chris Csikszentmihályi
presented a range of projects
developed through the MIT Center for
Future Civic Media in the US.
Csikszentmihályi is an artist
committed to the geo-political
implications of emerging technologies
and the ways in which artists in a
research context can develop new
technologies and techniques to
strengthen geographic communities.
Through his work at the MIT,

This is why the work of the State of
Exit Foundation is important in the
Serbian context. With little state
support, it is vital for the community
to work together and invest into the
creativity and vision of its significant
population of young people. The Exit
festival in Novi Sad is established now
as an international destination for
music and partying, but added to this
now is Belgrade as a potential

Csikszentmihályi has led a movement
that aims to promote civic media and
the development of accessible
communication tools for civic and
community use.
Whilst the conference had a focus on
international projects, there was also
a range of local presentations
highlighting the emerging media,
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‘hotspot’ for new ways of thinking

http://www.shareconference.net/

about media, not only in a Balkan
context, but in a broader European

http://asmagaza.wordpress.com/

and international framework.

http://www.face-to-facebook.net
http://civic.mit.edu/
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Vittorio Arrigoni On Wikipedia? To Be Deleted
Outright
Maria Molinari

Arrigoni’ as a template, “providing
only basic biographical information”.
There was no time to edit or improve
the article because an administrator,
called Guidomac, decided to delete it
immediately. The page disappeared.
Another user re-created it
anonymously, but this time a patroller
(a user responsible to check recent
changes) decided that the article
“should have been deleted outright”.
On Wikipedia Village Pump many

On April 14, 2011 the Italian activist
Vittorio Arrigoni, member of the
International Solidarity Movement,
was kidnapped in Gaza. Author of the
book “Gaza. Restiamo Umani”,
translated into four languages, and
collaborator of the newspaper “Il
Manifesto”, Arrigoni was the only
foreign reporter to describe on his
blog Guerrilla Radio, started in 2008,
the sufferance of Palestinian people
living in Gaza.

users questioned the decision and
discussed whether the entry should
be kept or not. An administrator
proposed to “redirect it” – so the
community could express an opinion
by voting: “Articles to be
deleted/Vittorio Arrigoni”. On
Facebook, blogs and newspapers
there were reactions of surprise and
bewilderment, but things that
Wikipedia deletes, or tries to delete,
end up to be always amplified by the

The day after, April 15, the shocking
and unexpected news about his
murder quickly spread on the web. In
few hours the Wikipedia’s English
version dedicated him a paragraph in
“Army of Monotheism and Holy War”.
In the meantime, a regularly
registered user created on Wikipedia’s
Italian version the entry ‘Vittorio

Net. The Italian activist’s life has been
published everywhere as a sign of
protest. It’s April 16. On the English
version of Wikipedia users are already
working on his biography, while on
the Italian version an administrator
suggests “to suspend the deletion
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process and wait for better times to
come”. The entry remains there
temporarily.

Such description, not supported by
any reliable source, included in the
encyclopedia since 2007 and edited
by a non-registered user (who also
made other biased changes to entries
like “Fabrizio Cicchitto”, “Enrico
Berlinguer”, and “Gianfranco Fini”), has
been corrected afterwards by some
contributors. Nonetheless, “another
problem that arises”, writes F. Mello
on the newspaper Il Fatto Quotidiano,
is “the use of Wikipedia as a field of
political battle instead of a ‘neutral’
source of knowledge.”
Of course fiery discussions and
contents manipulation by some users
are implied in the nature of a free
encyclopedia. However, the question
is why some pages have not been
subjected to a procedure of patrolling
that checks on recent changes like
others have. Especially after the
Magistratura Democratica’s issue and
what happened to Vittorio Arrigoni’s
page, it’s time to choose
administrators and patrollers that are
able to properly follow Wikipedia’s
guidelines. They should judge any sort
of content impartially and, above all,
they should have a better knowledge
on the subject before sentencing it to
death.

On April 18, 2011 during the Italian TV
program “Potere” hosted by Lucia
Annunziata on Rai3 channel, the
Italian senator Roberto Castelli
mentioned Wikipedia as a supporter
of the theory that links Italian judges
to communist ideology. “Here is what
a young guy reads on Wikipedia when
he looks for Magistratura
Democratica”, Castelli stated
delighted :“Among the associational
institutions of the magistracy,
Magistratura Democratica’s beliefs are
mostly based on leftist ideologies […]
that’s why in the past Magistratura
Democratica had often something in
common with the policy of the
Communist Party and the extraparliamentary left, parties like
Rifondazione Comunista, Comunisti
Italiani and left factions of the
Democratic Party.”

‘Sorry, I just wanted to point out that
encyclopedic entries have been
created for Roy Sullivan, the person
struck by lightning more
recorded times than any other human
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being, for Shridhar Chillal the person
with the longest fingernails in the
world, and for Charles Osborne the
man with the longest attack of
hiccups. I think it is absurd to delete
Arrigoni’s page without even knowing
what is the reason. Let’s stick to the
topic of records – Arrigoni has been
the only Western person (out of a
billion people) to inform the world
about what was happening in Gaza
during the Israeli operation.»
[Romano-italico (msg) 18:09, April 16,
2011 (CEST)]

trouble. Nonetheless his position as
administrator has always been
confirmed. Guidomac himself said,
“the page was deleted because it was
promotional. Let’s stop thinking that
all the pages deleted due to C4 are all
deliberately non encyclopedic.” And
again “That article, due to the way it
was written, could not, and did not
have the right to be on Wikipedia.”
Let’s have a look to the guidelines on
this matter. Encyclopedicity “doesn’t
necessarily mean public notoriety, but
it does mean relevance of a subject in
its own field, an importance that it
had before being on Wikipedia. If the
content of an article provides
independent information relevant to
those people interested in such
subject, then the article can be
generically considered encyclopedic.”
Furthermore “international fame –
someone says that Arrigoni’s
“premature death” made him famous“does not necessarily imply the article
promotion and therefore its removal.
Recentism can be considered a
feature in the dynamic process of

The (more or less official) reasons that
brought to delete a page that at the
time was accessed by several people
are the following: “it is not
encyclopedic”, “it suffers from
recentism”, “it is not based on reliable
sources”. On the Wikipedia Village
Pump, during the discussion Inserire
Vittori Arrigoni?, Guidomac, who
already blacked out, among others,
Meemi’s page, has been pointed out
as an administrator that brings

changing, it doesn’t have to be a
negative aspect.” Furthermore, the
cases of deletion should not involve
drafts either “because even a very
short entry might show important
information. A badly written, badly
formatted entry, based on inadequate
sources, or an entry that does not
provide a complete overview on the
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matter, can always be improved […] It
is to say that the right treatment for
such entries is not deletion, but
correction.”

removal by saying that “the page,
previously deleted due to a decision
of the community, was then re-edited
without erasing the items that caused
its removal”. However, before the first
removal the community was not
consulted in order to make the
decision whether to erase it or not.

It is clear that administrators and
patrollers, who are not omniscient
and are not selected for specific merit,
cannot always properly judge the
value of an entry or a content. It is
possible that some of them didn’t
even know who Vittorio Arrigoni was.
In this matter they also showed a
confused knowledge of the guidelines
(already complex themselves), and an
improper use of Wikipedia’s tools. The
first instant removal by Guidomac was
in fact irregular. In these cases the
deleted page shouldn’t be listed
among the pages that have to be
deleted. Usually it has also to be
“strictly” applied to cases of copyright
infringement, and blank, test,
meaningless or offensive pages and
trivial contents.

The ordinary removal request was
irregular because the administrator
didn’t follow Wikipedia’s
recommendations on pages’
removals. He didn’t ask for a vote and
he did not “warn the creator of the
page or the user that mainly
contributed to edit the contents” that
the page was going to be deleted.
Someone objected that if the creator
is anonymous, the warning is not
necessary. However, shouldn’t be the
registered user, that edited most of
the content, worn?
‘If the chances that a procedure will
lead to unattended results is lower
than the chance to find a snowball in
hell, then the procedure is useless.»
[Wikipedia: Snowball clause]
The suspension of the deletion
procedure of Vittorio Arrigoni’s entry
and the subsequent suspension of
vote have been undoubtedly
extraordinary. The former is only
possible when an article is patently
encyclopedic, when a substantial
improvement has to be done or in
case the warning and removal rules

The request of instant removal by the
patroller was irregular. They justify the
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have not been observed. The latter is
only possible when the vote is started
by a user without requirements or
there is no reason to ask for the
passage to an ordinary mode. In
reality the Wikipedia’s system allows
to elude any rule and stop any kind of
procedure. And this is what happened
to Arrigoni’s page, even if we make
use of the Snowball Clause, which is
an interpretation of the Fifth pillar:
“Wikipedia has no hard-and-fast
rules.”

foolish press campaigns.”

The Election campaigns, for those
who are not used to the Wikipedian
terminology, consist of asking to
other users to vote and take part into
a discussion “with the aim to alter
consensus in favour of the supported
position.” That is what was happening,
as some administrators stated, to
Vittorio Arrigoni’s article: they said
that people who were opposed to the
article’s removal started a virtual
campaign (by sending messages to
their contacts) able to involve
thousands of people in short time.”

The reason of such clause is that
“Wikipedia is not a bureaucracy and it
is nonsense for a user to start any sort
of action against it […]. Not only the
user has no chance to succeed but
he’ll also waste his, and everybody
else, time”. In any case the procedure
had already been started and most of
the votes ended up considering the
“entry encyclopedic.” The rules about
it are clear: “a content cannot be
removed before the vote deadline”,
not even if the votes are all pro or
against the content, not even if the
administrator suggests its suspension
based on the following reasons:
“Vanity fair, Il secolo XIX, Facebook,
blogs are promoting an election
campaign, which is the consequence
of an outstanding Italian ignorance,
that has still been able to alter the
sense of this discussion […] the current
procedure is clearly a farse. It’s
nonsense to go on, and expose
ourselves to scattershot damages and

“Diritto di Critica”, a newspaper about
politics and current affairs, feels the
same way. After praising the propriety
of Wikipedia’s “regular users”, and
defining all the started procedures as
“a problem that is part of a wellestablished practice”, its conclusion is
that everything could have been
“solved in few days and without
controversies” if Il Popolo Viola had
not arisen the issue with its post “Why
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do they delete Vittorio Arrigoni from
Wikipedia?” and if conspiracy theories
would not have been formulated.
Such interventions upset the regular
development of the debate.

were not so many to justify an alert
and the closure of the voting in
advance.

However on Wikipedia it is impossible,
even during an election campaign, to
stop an on-going procedure. Also, no
one could have upset, altered, and
distorted anything because only those
who made the first change at least 30
days before and had at least 50 edits
at the moment of the removal (which
are basically the oldest contributors)
could actually vote. Furthermore,
anonymous users could not comment
the voting because an administrator,
due to the “massive amount of votes
by non-registered users, strangely
enough arrived all at once”, protected
the page.

As for the “foolish press campaigns”,
since the users that have been visiting
Vittorio Arrigoni’s page found a big
notice of its removal replacing the
article, it was absolutely normal to
foresee that the news on the matter
would spread on the web like wildfire.
It was obvious that, not the
Wikipedia’s denigrators but those who
keep considering it as an
encyclopedia where “everybody […]
can create or modify an article and
see such changes published outright”,
would become extremely upset. The
notice of removal in fact implied that
they have no chance to defend their
articles, not with a vote nor with a
simple comment.

But in the voting page, before it was
protected, and in the history (in which
by the way there is no evidence of the
feared vandalisms), it’s evident that
only few non-registered users tried to
vote, only a couple, maybe three, but
certainly not dozens. Furthermore
there is no evidence of their bad
intentions. “Assume good faith” is one
of Wikipedia’s basic principles. The
preventive protection of the page
however will erase some of the votes,
the ones made by registered users
without requirements. Paying
attention to votes is a normal
practice. In Arrigoni’s case, the vote

However, as a regular user pointed
out “the right to briefly comment a
vote has always been granted”! It is
legitimate to wonder why the Italian
Wikipedia hosts an article about
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Rachel Corrie (an activist member of
the ISM killed by an Israeli bulldozer)
and does not allow the same
treatment to Vittorio Arrigoni’s page
(which is much more encyclopedic)
but on the contrary quick and
arbitrary ways to black it out have
been immediately found.

“Differently from some dirty work that
you can do on wikipedia and for which
there is no reward, who participates
to the activity of RC patrolling gain
the right to put the RC patrol badge
on their user pages. Isn’t it
enough?”[Wikipedia: RC_Patrolling]

Blaming external users for the
Wikipedian chaos is always easy, and
when the debate does not develop
regularly it is usually “the conspiracy
theories”’s fault. In any case, since the
beginning the majority of users
approved Vittorio Arrigoni’s article,
even before voting. For this reason
the opponents decided to remind
everyone that “Wikipedia is not a
democracy of the majority”.

“Diritto di Critica” also states: “To be
precise, the aforementioned
procedure was stopped on Wikipedia.
The dispute around bytes is handed
down to the posterity to be seen.”

For this reason Wikipedia’s primary
way to seek consensus is through
debating, and not voting! Since the
beginning, administrators and
patrollers preferred the removal and
complex procedures (that the
guidelines do not recommended even
when used properly) to discussion.
Wikipedia recommends to patrollers

To be even more precise, we would
like to point out that the problem of
“encyclopedicity” has been replaced
by the impartiality of contents in the
biography. The objective point of
view, NPOV, is one of Wikipedia’s
fundamental but also controversial
concepts, because in this case admins
and patrollers’ make often errors of
judgment. On one side, for example,
they forget that when someone
expresses a personal point of view or
a clear interpretation, like in
Magistratura Democratica, “personal

to be patient and available to others
because entries are often written in a
chaotic way, but improved and
completed afterwards. The contents
can always be improved, and for this
reason patrollers should not be in a
hurry to add entries within the articles
that need to be deleted.
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points of view have to be avoided […].
On the other side, they consider more
objective to omit proven facts. The
omission however could be as biased
as a point of view. Vittorio Arrigoni’s
kidnapping and death confirmed it.

wal-Jihad group, as someone could
have implied, but the Zionist site
“stoptheism.com” that considered
Arrigoni the first enemy of Israel,
enemy to be eliminated. We don’t
know how much the contents will
keep changing in future.

It cannot be explained otherwise why
during the following days some
administrators considered that small
biography’s corrections (refer to the
29th of April version) were aimed to
support “conspiracy theories” on
Arrigoni’s death, or “conspiracy
theories in which Israel would be
behind the murder” or aimed to
“politically orient the article”. These
administrators were the ones that
already expressed a neutral “and
certainly extremely questionable”
point of view on the “Freedom Flotilla
accident”.

What we know is that this description
lacks of any reference to the identity
of the kidnappers – once again,
deleting seems to be better than
correcting. Also the biography of the
Italian activist has lately been
changed substantially by the
administrators, but only slightly by
other users (see History Statistics).

Here some of the changes that have
been made to the contents:
“Highlighting that the activist was
killed before the 30-hours deadline,
by which the release of some Hamas
prisoners was asked by the
kidnappers in exchange of Arrigoni’s

All of this is to show that adding
entries through the practice of
patrolling does not do any good to the
encyclopedia. Patrolling refers to a
military action with arbitrary
procedures, pages’ pre-emptive
protections and ongoing and
obsessive references to alleged
conspiracies (it is not clear who
hatches them, or against whom they

life”; Changing “abductors, a Salafist
terroristic group… called ‘Tawhid walJihad” into “members of the Salafist
terroristic group ‘Tawhid wal-Jihad’
whose chiefs denied to be involved;
Clarifying that “After receiving several
death threats, he was abducted on
April 14, 2011”; Saying that the author
of such threats was not the Tawhid
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are hatched). This kind of action is not
only unhealthy for the encyclopedia
but it also discourages both old
Wikipedians and potential
contributors.

Arrigoni
Wikipedia:Pagine da
cancellare/Vittorio Arrigoni
Wikipedia:Bar/Discussioni/Inserire
Vittorio Arrigoni?
Discussione:Vittorio Arrigoni

Vittorio Arrigoni (Wikipedia in inglese)

Discussione:Magistratura democratica

Vittorio Arrigoni (Wikipedia in italiano)

R.Castelli (Lega) con il suo ipad:
“Magistratura democratica EVERSIVA,
lo dice wikipedia”

GuerrillaRadio
International Solidarity Movement

Se Castelli cita Wikipedia: “Giudici
comunisti

Il Manifesto: Articoli di Vittorio
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Revealing Interstitial Spaces. Part 3
Eugenia Fratzeskou

other modelling elements and even,
their triangulation.
Although such ‘grids’ are meant to
have a regularising function, they are
incidental and unstable as they are
multiple and multidimensional. A
‘wireframe’ can more or less be
perceived as playing the role of a
‘preliminary sketch’. This stage
precedes the rendering of the digital
3D model. At a very basic level of
digital 3D modelling, a wireframe is
the mesh representation of the threedimensional ‘default primitives’ that
have been used for creating the
digital 3D model.

This essay offers an investigation into
the notion of interstitial space and its
creative exploration in various sitespecific art practices as realised
mainly with the use of digital
technology. This is the last part of this
three-part essay.

These are basic geometric forms like
cubes and spheres etc. Usually, the
primitives and their geometrical
elements (points, edges etc.) can be
visible and manipulated when we use
the ‘wireframe mode’, before creating
a rendered scene or an animation
(key-framed, endogenic high-end,
interactive, etc.). This scene, a twodimensional image, is the final stage
of digital 3D modelling, where the
elements of texture and ‘environment’
are added to the digital 3D model. As
discussed in the first part of this

Oltrepassando i confini
The computer screen shows a
deceptively unifying interface. The
interface hides the algorithmic
paradox that undermines the
consistent function of such a
multimedia device. This paradox
stems from the ambiguous
relationship between the operational
grid, where information is stored and
processed, and the visual
metaphorical grid that can be
described as the digital visualisation
of terrain and object ‘wireframes’,

essay, the computations of all those
stages and their transitions are far
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Composition with Gray Lines presents
a flat surface and not a picture. Whilst
Mondrian used no machine to create
this piece, the rigid and pristine
regularity of the grid is perceived as
being mechanical.

from simple and flawless.[1]
It is possible to develop new modes of
non-representational creation and
interactivity through exploring their
algorithmic paradox.

Mondrian’s progress signifies the shift
from the grid that is used as a ‘neutral’
starting point e.g. a graph-paper on
which the pictorial illusion of the
Renaissance perspective is created, to
the dominance of the grid as a flat
and thus, fully controllable and selfsufficient domain. Following Krauss’s
description of Mondrian’s progress,
the “… regularity of the arithmetic
order” is now restored through the
“reinvention of the ground as figure…”.

Although not directly linked to digital
technology, Rosalind Krauss‘s
description of Piet Mondrian‘s
progress  one of the most
representative examples of the
modernist transition in painting 
contributes to elucidating the role of
the mathematical grid in abstracting
perception; a kind of ‘predecessor’ to
the operational matrix of digital
systems.

As Krauss describes: “The scatter and
gaps of the natural field would finally
be closed by the seamless regularity
of the arithmetic order. Now for the
first time he [Mondrian] would
encounter vision as fully abstract. And
the grid would succeed in drawing
successiveness off this space like
water evaporated from a dry lake.
Leaving behind only the marks of the

Piet Mondrian’s progression from Pier
and Ocean (Composition No. 10) to
Composition with Gray Lines is

infrastructure of the field, scoring and
crossing its surface like so many
restatements of its geometrical
givens.” [2]

particularly characteristic of such a
transition. In the first painting, the
‘plus’ and ‘minus’ elements are
abstract and signify the dynamic
interlocation of physical elements.

The grid is representative of the
twentieth-century rationality that is
characterised by the over-optimism
and reliance on information
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technology. The mathematical grid
and the computational matrix of
information technology can be
perceived as closed systems with a
high degree of abstraction. They
function as ‘veils’ that hide the
limitations and inconsistencies of
knowledge and its applications. The
algorithmic infrastructure of the
computer, which consists of various
heterogeneous levels e.g. binary,
arithmetic, geometric etc., is anything
but fully controllable, neutral, simple,
regular and robust.

a kind of spatial ‘displacement’ of its
visual contents, for creatively and
innovatively revealing the algorithmic
paradox. New modes of site-specific
drawing can be developed for
enabling such an unsettling
‘displacement’.
The emphasis is placed on how
interstitial spaces, in terms of code
and maths, can be revealed in a
physical space, where perception
levels can be crossed. Instead of
creating a singularity, such as,
translating a digital design into a
building, or creating progressions and
sequences as in animation, the aim is
to create inter-passages between the
multidimensional and heterogeneous
interacting layers of architectural
space. In this way, imperceptibles and
intermediates would emerge, as we
unravel what is observable.
Drawing as diagramming is an
interdisciplinary thinking-in-progress
the half/by-products of which are its
visual manifestations. The potential of
this kind of drawing can be expanded
through the use of an interactive tool

Moving to an environmental macroscale (in comparison to the microscale of the algorithmic
infrastructures of digital visualisation
systems), the relationship between
built architecture and space is far
from simple and settled, as space is
layered and evolving, containing
diverse informational and other kinds
of ‘flows’. The deceptive digital
interface may not only be ‘opened up’
but also creatively challenged through

such as the computer, through which
a linear mode of creation and objectbased spectatorship can be
challenged.
In this case, we can depend neither on
the assumed consistency and stability
of the computer infrastructure, nor on
the traditional use of digital
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diagramming simply as a preliminary
stage of a linear production as in
conventional architecture. Drawing as
spatial diagramming cannot be
realised through the creation of a new
illusionistic or material singularity
such as a place, object, image,
exterior or interior built intervention
or even the projection of a
transformational sequence e.g.
animation.
Unreposing digital terrain

When entering the intended sitespecific artwork, viewers would
encounter neither a mere place, nor
an absolute or utopian space, but a
kind of a meta-dimensional interpassage between real conditions and
thought, where an unprecedented
kind of spatial experience emerges.
Interstitial spaces can be creatively
revealed through using
material/immaterial mediums such as
light and line as well as the processes
of drawing and diagramming. In
particular, innovative spatial
intervention may involve a) sitespecific drawing about and onto the
actual site and b) interactive spatial
diagramming as realised in a sitespecific semi-immersive virtual
environment.

Unrepositionis a site-specific artwork
that has been inspired from a digital
3D diagram the creation of which has
been based on the observational
sketches of a pre-existing built space.i
Instead of a produced object, a built
construction or a purely illusionistic
space as in a cinematic projection,
Unreposition can be perceived as an
interpretative activity in progress.
This artwork is an attempt to
creatively interpret the virtual spatial
configuration of unreposition through
a new mode of site-specific drawing.
Unreposition is one of the default
(automatic and irreducible)
configurations of digital space. ‘To
un-repose’ means to consolidate all
spatial elements together in a
particular point that, in the software,
is called the ‘centre of [digital] space’.
The metaphors and abstractions of
virtual actions like this, are exposed
through this site-specific artwork that
has been realised in a pre-existing
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built space.

determined Cartesian x, y and z coordinates is in operation.

When viewers enter Unreposition,
they enter a diagram where, as
Tschumi puts it”… he superimposition
of coherent [virtual and real]
structures… [results] in something
undecidable, something that is the
opposite of a totality..”[4]

In contrast to such an “environment”,
in Unreposition, spectators walk into
an actual rectangular room in real
experiential time. As a spatial
intervention, Unreposition operates
between the physicality and locality
of built space and the immaterial
generalities and inconsistencies of its
digital presentation.

Although the virtual configuration of
Unreposition is based on the actual
characteristics of its referent, it is a
realistically improbable outcome.
Could there be such a ‘centre’? If it
exists, can it be defined as a red
rectangle stuck at the particular spot
on that floor? The ‘centre’ is
automatically defined by the software
application and geometrically
described as the point [0,0,0], that is,
the middle point of all the Cartesian
axes of the mathematical space of VR,
where these axes intersect with each
other. The Y axis of all the digital
solids that have been used for
modelling the vertical supports of the
particular built space, fully coincides
with the “centre”

While viewing Unreposition
spectators’ movement is indirectly
affected by the visually displaced floor
(grey area) and the taped lines. These
elements visually indicate the virtual
intersection between the virtual
planes and the actual floor and walls
of the particular built space. The most
paradoxical fusion of virtual and real
space is apparent when looking at the
‘shadow’ that is painted on the floor
with black acrylic paint washes.

What is arbitrarily defined as the
“space viewing mode”, is implicitly
manifested in this site-specific
artwork. The ‘space viewing mode’
enables the visualisation of a digital
“object” in a simulation of a
supposedly three-dimensional
“Cartesian environment”, where a
fixed absolute set of arbitrarily

This ‘shadow’ is ‘casted’ from the
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Site-specific work… operates in
anticipation or in recollection of the
places it acts out[6]

virtually consolidated front and rear
walls of the room that are positioned
at the axis X1, and falls onto the actual
floor and onto one of the walls of the

We may argue that Unreposition
operates in an interstitial kind of
phenomenology. Unreposition is not
an object or an image to be simply
“looked at”. It can be “occupied”, but it
cannot be understood at a glance
because viewers have to gradually
“read through” it. Most importantly,
Unreposition is site-specific. Its
reading involves an experience of the
marks of an implied spatial presence
as emerging within built architecture.

built space. At the same time, this
virtual ‘shadow’ also relates to the
actual angle of the sunlight entering
the windows of the room. In
Unreposition,
the virtual space does
not dominate the built space or vice
versa.
Spectators are aware of the scale of
the invisible virtual planes and solids,
in relation to their bodies and the
actual limits of the room. A

In Unreposition, spatial diagramming
emerges within a kind of an unsettling
interstitial space that derives from the
simultaneous experience of two
mutually repelling realities. The virtual
spatial configuration of the room is
directly superimposed onto its actual
referent. The reading of this sitespecific artwork is neither immediate
nor exclusively visual.

phenomenological reading occurs not
only when a viewer encounters the
undeniable presence of an object but
also when she or he encounters a
place. The phenomenological
relationship between viewers and
place can usually be established when
there is a figure/ground or similarly, a
building/land relationship.
Moreover, according to Miwon Kwon,
phenomenology involves a “…
chiasmatic intertwining of body and
space” [5]. This “intertwining” can be
achieved through occupying a site,
instead of experiencing a detached,
exterior building-on-land mode of
spectatorship. It is challenging to
explore the notion of phenomenology
Site-specificity
in
relation
to
site-specificity
art. As
arises… in uncertainties over in
the
Nick
Kaye
describes:
borders
and
limits of “work and site…

The work can only be gradually
understood through the exploration
of various kinds of spatial relations
and paradoxes. Unreposition has
emerged from a creative engagement
with the inconsistent relations
between cause and effect that stem
primarily from the non-neutral
multiple ‘starting points’ of the digital
diagramming process. The
superimposition of “realities” reveals
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architecture are visually trespassed. It
is assumed that Boolean operations

the inconsistent causality that
characterises the metaphors and
abstractions in digital diagramming,
through which various
transformations and renderings are
generated.

are unambiguous and an ideal tool for
analysing not only the relationships
between well-defined binary
components, but also, material
relationships. Nevertheless, the
superimposition of the resulting
Boolean diagram onto its actual
referent (built site) unexpectedly
reveals an unsettling condition. In
Space Intersection, the interstitial
space of the intersection between the
built borders of space and the
horizontally moving void is marked in
black-tape lines, challenging Boolean
abstraction.
The way of tracing a particular
instance of such an unfinished
intersection reveals how the void
volume cuts through certain areas of

Spaces of intersection

Space Intersection is a spatial
intervention based on a site-specific
drawing methodology similar to the
one developed in Unreposition. This
room-sized in-situ drawing presents
an indeterminate and realistically
impossible spatial displacement, that
is, the intersection between the built
boundaries of an interior space and
their, often ignored, contained void.

the build boundaries of space, how
the trails of the moving void appear
onto those boundaries, the
complexity of the diagonals which
mark the triangulation of the
intersecting volumes, and the acrylic
paint washes that implicitly highlight
the presence and scale of the void
volume. In this way, the primacy,
containment and limitations of built
boundaries in relation to the
contained void space, are challenged.

In this way, Space Intersection reveals
the tensions between the various
geometrical and topological orders of
space in a more expansive and less
subtle way to Unreposition.

The transitions between Cartesian and
actual space are re-examined and
redefined in a creative way through
this mode of site-specific drawing.

When wieving Space Intersection, the
rules of perception and built
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The layers of space are, in a way,
“pealed off”, so that we get a glimpse
of an interstitial “instance” of
unexpected tension, complexity and
precariousness. Spectators gain the
alienating and destabilising
experience of entering what we do
not normally notice, such as, the
“untamed” void volume of space that
is contained by built architecture

which, diverse elements are “bonded”
with each other through the use of
mathematical analogies, so that,
“intermediate definitions” are
connected.
A challenging possibility would be to
critically investigate and “unravel” the
qualities of the mathematical “bonds”,
for visually revealing the inherent
flaws and instability of the operational
grid of digital technology. The
emerging unexpected kinds of
interstitial spaces challenge built
architecture – not only in terms of
experiencing space as an endproduct, but also, of the processes of
its mapping and planning – VR and
their relationship.
Site-specific drawing and spatial
diagramming gain a new dimension
and meaning. Instead of the
conventional uses of digital

Interpassages to interspatiality

technology e.g. creation of fully
immersive imaginary or abstract
worlds, scientific simulation,
functional and aesthetic
enhancement of reality and others,
the emphasis is placed on analytically

VR offers the opportunity to
interactively create and experience
spaces of non-actualised potential
that sometimes seem to pose as a
near probability. Most importantly
however, the use of semi-immersive
virtual environments opens up the
possibility of revealing and/or subtly
“activating” various kinds of
intermediate spaces between various
orders of reality. As we have seen in
Plato’s cosmology, the birth of space
and place implicitly involves a
mathematical matrix, with the aid of

visualising how the inter-passages
between the actual and virtual
boundaries of architectural space can
be gradually revealed during the
digital modelling of a built space
through the use of Boolean Set
Operations within a semi-immersive
virtual environment,
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so as to enable the progressive visual
comparison between the built and
digital boundaries of space. In this
way, a new paradoxical kind of
spatiality (inter-spatiality) emerges
through visualising not only the
processes, but also the
inconsistencies of volume definition,
layering, geometry and boundary
generation that characterise
computer 3D modelling.

types of spatiality appear as we pass
through various spatial orders and
geometrical paradoxes. The
boundaries of digital space are highly
inconsistent, undermining the solidity,
stability and continuity of the built
space and challenging our usual
perception of it. The hidden
dimensions of architectural space that
remain unregulated, elusive and
unbuilt are revealed.

As the virtual boundaries of built
architecture are transformed, the
edges and surfaces of the digital 3D
model “unfold” to reveal a complex
and unpredictable field of geometrical
infrastructures. A multitude of infraspaces emerges in the interlocked
labyrinths and n-foldings of an
unsettling heterogeneous and
metadimensional environment that
contracts or expands at particular
instances, oscillating between built,
virtual and mixed architectural spaces.

The dynamic flux of informational
space is experienced in direct contrast
to built architecture that is the orderly
“fossil” of such a digital drawing
process in the idealistic form of a
Cartesian cube. The emerging “ghost”
of the abstraction and inconsistency
of the algorithmic order cannot be
eliminated.
It undermines digital simulation, the
conventions and functionality of built
architecture. The manifestation of
inter-spatiality enables a new
philosophical understanding,
experience and perception of space
that inspires new types of spatial
research and practice in art,
architecture and the related
disciplines.
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Operative
Intersections:
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Site-Specific
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The Collective Self-portrait. Online
Identification Processes
Martina Panelli

ndDocumentsfoundafterAprilTornado
es
In her garden, and in that of his uncle,
the storm left messages in bottles: a
series of photographs, some
encrusted with mud, rolled over by
water, mutilated, others miraculously
untouched by the fury of the wind
and rain. Many of them belong to
family albums blown away (dating

The rectangle that contains the
Facebook profile picture is almost
empty: from the upper left part only a
rent that tears in half the group photo
can be seen (three smiling middleaged ladies laugh hugging a fourth
person we cannot see; we can see
only a piece of her body, her salmon
pink dress and her right arm; the rest
of her figure is ripped off in another
gap on the right side of the picture).
The empty rectangle, indicating an
absence, is asking to be filled.

back to the 60ies, the 70ies and the
80ies, the 90ies …). But there’s more:
documents, receipts, checkbooks,
even an ecography, some death and
birth certificates Bullion has decided
to photograph them again and republish them on the web looking for
some “claimers”, ie someone who
could be searching for them or also
compensated for them.
The first comments started to appear
right on April 27th, people started
recognizing the first pictures and
contacts increaseding by the minute:
having a facebook profile is the only
thing needed ( belonging to the

“Pictures and Documents found after
the april 27 2011 tornadoes” is a page
Patty Bullion, 7 Lester, Alabama
opened in the aftermath of the
catastrophic series of tornadoes
which occurred in the southern United
States last month
http://www.facebook.com/Picturesa

Facebook community) in order to
reach the page, click on the “like”
button, and be included in the
“community in the community.”
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same formula: “if it’s belongs to you”.
This way, photos and documents
become traces, evidence of a survey
that first of all requires a process of
identification: a name has to be given
to people, to things, to a house or a
street known, the places where those
pictures come from, where they were
found and where they need to return
have to be find out, identified.
The administrator of the page is the
same Patty with the nickname
pbull35. She invites users to view the
pictures posted and to consider them
in their pure objectivity. By clicking on
“info” this following inscription
appears: “Please leave photos or items
you found in the rubble after the
tornadoes occurred on 4/27/2011.
Leave a brief description of how you
can be reached in case one of the
items or pictures is identified.. MY
email is: “pbull35@hughes.net”, se
posso aiutare qualcuno in ogni modo
a far tornare indietro le proprie cose”.

The analysis of the documents is so
detailed that it is very often
successful. It was successful in this
case: the picture of a child was posted
on May 1st. She was a young girl
dressed in lace, smiling and clutching
a bouquet of flowers. The user who
posted the picture also added the
message: Brandy, Miss Empire 1995”.
The picture was found in “Rossville,
Georgia.” Some curious users saw the
picture, went to see the Miss empire
website and added the link to it. So
we all moved to the Walker County,
where the little beauty queen won
this event. Somebody from there
posted a message saying he knew
Brandy. She grew up after that terrible
day but unfortunately died 2 years
ago in a car accident. Her message: “I
knew Brandy (…) her house
disappeared during the Sipsey
tornado in Alabama. “

With time passing by along with the
contacts pictures began to double.
They started to be stacked
chronologically on the board: other
people, from different places say they
witnessed the same experience, or
have been affected by the disaster
and they found something to share on
their way home, in their own driveway
or in their own garden. Photos
traveled thousands of miles. The
caption of many of them, repeats the

From Sipsey, Alabama in Rossville,
Georgia: just have an eye on a map –
or google maps – to see how that
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picture traveled: hundreds and

check matrix dated 1977 because it
was one of the last to be signed by my
grandfather before he died …
everything has a reason to be saved.”

hundreds of miles.

Let’s take a look at what happened to
the page opened on April 27th. The
first hypothesis: time goes by and the
material is published constantly. The
mechanism of accumulating pictures
is so fast that the administrative staff
was forced to create folders and
abandon any chronological order. The
users are forced to arbitrarily choose
their “routes” by reading the
comments previously published or by
producing and sharing their own
experiences. The community acquires
skills and self-awareness over time
and also gets used to feeling like a
part of herself.

During the first days of May, the
community then began to “count
itself”, to set points. They were
physically shaken by the disaster; they
slowly needed to recover empirically
through paths of memory. Maps were
restored progressively in accordance
with routes that follow the procedure
of the reallocation of photos and
documents.

The identification of the photos very
rarely occurs by a direct recognition.
Almost nobody recognizes himself
posting a message saying “This is me!”
(Although sometimes it happens). In
most cases this happens by an
exchange of ideas, a flow of
information in which users express

In this study, everything takes on a
value: also a bill, or the receipt of a
registered letter. So when, for the first
time (we are still at the early days of
May) a user comments on the
publication of a receipt, calling it
“garbage,” an avalanche of messages
agree on the same point: “What is junk
to you may be a treasure for others. ”
“How can you leave such a nasty
comment in such a moment.” A
woman, joining the chorus of criticism
adds: “My grandmother still has a

themselves about faces, things,
streets as if they belonged to them.
The process of identification seems to
shift from the survey tout court to an
emotional level, which is
hypermediate and allows the entire
community, only when users – of
course – share the same point of view,
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or even the same emotion, to identify

son as her profile picture, her child
today, who was photographed in the
same position.

themselves in the images they see.

The second hypothesis, therefore, is
that each user, while changing the
sign of the investigation “collects” the
material and works together to
produce an image of himself which
can be shared with the community. In
addition to themselves, the images
and things found after the tornadoes
assume a value because they could
belong to anyone. The
acknowledgment of that similarity,
between those who watch and what
is watched at the same time (re)
produces the mechanism, and
compacts the community, in a
process of endless recreation.

This is the case of a man who, found
by chance the old figurine of a
baseball pitcher said with certainty:
“This figurine belongs to my nephew;
he had more than 300 figurines
before his house was completely
destroyed. This page found pictures of
my son, my nephew and a picture of
one of my checks; everything is from
Houston, Tennessee. “

Jean-Luc Nancy, citing Blanchot,
defines similarity as the starting point
of self-portrait. And not only that. It is
its base principle, since the selfportrait effort depends on the (vain)
attempt to bridge the gap between
the subjective level and the external
representation objectified. Basically,
what we see in a (self-) portrait is a

Who could confirm the identification?
Couldn’t it be that the user recalled,
through the vision of that figure, the
collection of figurines of his nephew
and he impulsively related those
pictures to his personal story? A
similar thing happened also to a
woman who was looking at a child
sitting with his head bowed and his
hands between his feet. That picture
was surely taken dating back to the
’70ies. She said that “could” be her
son, and she used the picture of her

representation of an absence, a face
that is not there and “that appears
only from that absence that is the
likeness.”
In my opinion, what we see and what
is taking place on Pictures and
Documents found after April 27th is
the self-portrait dynamic as it exhibits
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dedicated to one of the most striking
performers of our times, Susan Hiller.

a mechanism of personal
identification which is never really
completed, but which is played
slipping between a purely objective

Monument (1980-1), was conceived by
the discovery in a small park in
London, of a Memorial to Heroic
Sacrifice. The story of some men and
women who died to sacrifice their life
for others is written on ceramic panels
of equal size and shape hung on a wall
above. Hiller selected 41 of them (the
number corresponds to the age of the
artist in 1980), she photographed
them and placed them in a grid, very
similar to a memorial cross. In front of
the cross, there is a bench; a tape
recorder and a headset. They are on
the bench and invite visitors to sit and
listen.

dimension, derived from the images
still legible, traced by the traces left
on what was recovered in the
disaster, and a very subjective
dimension, a symbolic dimension.
These two levels create a profile of a
collective portrait, faceless, where
private moments, disrupted by the
disaster and fired into the space
between Alabama, Tennessee and
Georgia are made up with those of all.
Moments of all times in common
(Holidays, Christmas, presents, first
boyfriends, new cars …) that should
find their rightful owner (claimer), but
that “work” even as anonymous
fragments to be used to restart the
process and continue to exorcise the
trauma.

The recorded voice is that of the artist
herself: “(…) The monument is behind
you. The monument is in your past. Do
dead people speak through us? This is
my voice, rolled up in your present,
my past. I’m speaking from here-after,
I am speaking from hear-after] (…). We
could exist forever, inscribed,
portrayed as enrollment, portraits,
representations. I’m representing
myself, for myself and for you … you.
This is my voice. Now I will speak of
the ideology of memory, the history of
time, the fixity of representation: still,
as photographed, or recorded on a
tape, or inscribed … (…). You can think
about life after death as a second life
where you come as if you were
portrayed, inscribed (…). The

I saw recently a work displayed at
Tate Britain in London, in an exhibition
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“Monument” is the absences. There
are representations of those who have
gone (…). The absence is a metaphor
of desire. The representation is taking
distance in time and space. It is a
“regeneration” of images and ideas.”

The Facebook user faces a similar
situation: there is a grid, similar to the
Monument grid, where users would
like to identify faces and lives that
claim to go back. As they try to
“capture” (by re-photographing them
or celebrating the loss), they identify

Is it clear that in Monument, through
headphones, your own voice
whispering, the cross formed by 41
panels Susan Hiller tends to turn into
her installation. The artist while
“capturing” pieces of memory which
would otherwise be destined to
oblivion, identifies so closely with her
work, that she proposes herself as a
medium between present and past,
between what was and what no
longer exists, between those who see
and those who have already passed
away. In doing so she invites the
viewer to do the same: to cross the
border and access a second life,
where everyone will be eternal,
forever portrayed in the Monument
that “regenerates images and ideas.”

so closely with them that they ensure
to pass through the alternating
phases of the process of identification
in order to pass the border and
become themselves part of the
Monument which regenerates images
and ideas.
Pictures
and
Documents
found after
But there
is a difference.
In 27 April
2011 tornadoes
the Monument has not
yet been created, there is still no
“memorial cross.” In this sense, among
many pictures, maybe really
worthless, self-driven, posted,
commented, reduced in folders, the
only one that really has value is the
one still missing: the community
celebrates in a chorus of voices the
rite of eternal rebirth about this one.

http://www.facebook.com/Picturesa
ndDocumentsfoundafterAprilTornado
es
http://www.susanhiller.org/
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The Production Of Truth. The Aesthetics Of
Journalism
Alfredo Cramerotti

pixilated surface of your pc, or the
smudgy print of your newspaper and
the glossy pages of your magazine.
These formats and their styles of
writing and imaging are all the result
of very precise and finely tuned
aesthetic choices, even if we do not
give them much thought in our daily
contact with them. Some things such
as editorial processes, long since

At first glance the premise, and
promise, of the exhibition “All That
Fits: The Aesthetics of Journalism” at
Quad Center in Derby from 28th of
May until 31st of July might seem
contradictory and unlikely, even
unfeasible: what on earth could be
meant by the aesthetics of
journalism? Surely journalism is
something to be thought of and
discussed in terms of ethics not
aesthetics?

established into given formats in
terms of length, image sizes, segment
durations and so on, are also aesthetic
and not only ethical.

But move from the glance to the gaze
and something else will appear,
something will come into view: a
certain organisation of matter, maybe
a certain framing of the real that
allows it to be perceived and
accepted as real, and a specific
modality and mediation become
visible, whether on the TV screen, the

The exhibition “All That Fits: The
Aesthetics of Journalism” is set out to
explore these aesthetics of the
medium, journalism, in terms of what
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can fit into existing formats. The first
half the title is All that fits and refers
to the “New York Times”‘ famous
slogan All the News That’s fit to Print!.

primarily not thinking of strategies of

Surely, this dictum had an ethical
impulse, if not a moral tone, indicating
that they would never print
something that was improper or illtimed, and certainly also never
anything that was untrue. But it can
also be understood in a more formal
way, that is in terms of what fits into
the format of the newspaper as an
object and circulator of discourse, as
well as the formats within it, from
front page, feature article, columns,
obituaries, paragraphs and so on.

activist practices that attempt to

excavation, archiving and an interest
in the arcane that has long been one
of the hallmarks of contemporary art.
We are thinking of documentary and
highlight what has been left in the
dark.
We can consider the artist as a
journalist, researching and reporting
from the frontlines of cases and
stories outside the blinding light of
mainstream media. This, then, would
be another meaning of the phrase The
Aesthetics of Journalism, covering
instead the use  from the point of
view of artistic production  of
traditional journalistic devices for an
aesthetic and political project.

What happens to that which cannot fit
into the formats of, for example, an
article or a news segment, or a
documentary? There seem to be just
two possible answers: either it is cut
down until it can fit, that is, it is made
to fit regardless of its materiality and
identity, or it is simply discarded
altogether, since the formats cannot
be altered. (The exception to this rule
would be rare rather than regular, for
example the photographic horrors of
natural disasters, major political
upheavals or sudden wars.)

“All That Fits: The Aesthetics of
Journalism” presents seemingly
incompatible components such as
aesthetic experiences and political
activism, community events and
private investigations. The exhibition

However, we think there might also
be a third answer. That which
does not fit into the formats of massmedia becomes the potential material
and topic for works of art. Here we are
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thus provocatively tries to advance
the idea that art and journalism are
not separate forms of communication,
as mostly thought, but rather two
sides of a unique activity, which is the
production and distribution of images
and information.

auto-critique of how images are
produced, and what they say.

What the project brings to the surface
are the ways of communicating that
this nexus of imaging and informing
produces, as well as the aesthetic
principles used in such an ordering, in
such acts of transmission. As visual
regimes, both the journalistic and the
artistic make claims for the truth,
albeit of a different kind. The former is
a coded system that speaks for the
truth (or so it claims), the latter a set
of activities that questions itself at
every step (or so it claims),
thus making truth

can be seen, but also what can be
imagined, and thus imaged. As such,
this exhibition revolves around the
aesthetics of journalism: how images
are produced and how they are
produced to appear as truthful.

All That Fits: The Aesthetics of
Journalism will examine both as types
of truth production, as systems of
information that define truth in terms
of the visible: producing not only what

Throughout modern times, it has been
of vital importance for journalists that
their reports are taken to be truthful:
true images, correct facts and
impartial wording. For the artist it has
been more important that s/he was
true and authentic. Because it is

Here, we start to get closer to the
core of reality itself when we
make our reality not a given,
irreversible fact, but a possibility
among many others. There are always
stories to tell and many ways to tell
them. But what is important is
how we partake in this narration of
the real, and not just leave it to others.
We do not only consume images and
ideas, but also criticise them, and in
turn, maybe make some of our own.

increasingly difficult to look at
something and safely identify it as art,
the figure of the artist must appear as
truthful and real as possible. Whereas
journalism traditionally provides a
view on the world ‘out there,’ as it
‘really’ is, art often presents a view on
the view, positing truth through
critical acts of (self) reflection and
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The production of truth is a shared

However, for Michel Foucault the
situation is even more complex,
indeed double: in order to have the
ability to speak the truth to power in
antiquity, one could not be just
anyone, one had to have a position
that was somehow connected to the
despot, and speak from a position of
authority

undertaking, with vast political and
social ramifications.
In his late work, the French
philosopher Michel Foucault wrote
about the politics of truth, particularly
what could be the meaning of the
ancient Greek term parrhésia, which
means telling the truth (Michel
Foucault: The Courage of Truth
 Lectures at the Collège de France
1983-1984, Houndsville,Basingstoke:

Secondly, parrhésia does not only
mean to speak the truth to someone,
i.e. those in power, but also the ability
and insight to speak the truth about
oneself. This would indicate that
speaking the truth also means selfreflection, and the willingness to
disclose the position from where one
is speaking, and through which means
and methods one is constructing the
speaking (of the truth). To speak the
truth is also to speak the truth about
oneself and one’s acts of speaking,
thus exposing subject and object of
the speech equally. In this light, we
find it highly timely, and pertinent, to
reflect the journalistic in the aesthetic,
and the aesthetic in the journalistic.

Palgrave Macmillan, 2011.
What Foucault was questioning was
the figure of the truth-sayer. Who can
speak the truth, and does it require
certain types of speaking as well as
taking up certain hazardous positions?
In antiquity, the occupation of this
position was at the peril of one’s own
life, and thus required courage and
self-sacrifice. This has led many a
contemporary commentator to focus
on the heroic aspects of parrhésia,
pointing out injustices and speaking
on behalf of the people against the
power that be, regardless of the
consequences for oneself.
As single figures, both the reporter
and the artist have throughout
modernity been viewed as such
authentic voices and heroic figures.
Simultaneously, though, they are
constantly vilified as being complicit
and corrupt, of reneging on their
potential position of truth-sayer.
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In order to do so, we have divided the
works into three subgroups or
themes:
●

●

●

positions, such as the figure of ‘the
reporter’ and ‘the artist’, as well as ‘the
witness’ and ‘the source’?

the position of the Speaker
the politics of the Image
exposition and militant Research

The Image examines how images are
ideologically produced, through the
framing and positioning of the
mechanisms of modern mass media,
its figures of authority and figures of
speech, but also how counter-images
can be created. Here, the many
different ways of image production
will be reflected, discussed and
deconstructed. An aesthetics of
journalism and documentary will be
proposed to get to the truth of the
ideology of mass-media images, in
opposition to the claim of neutrality
and pragmatism.

The exhibition will take the form of a
rotating display of works, figuring in
different compositions that all revolve
around the key questions of truth,
images and information. At the same
time this will reflect the rotation of
the news cycle, albeit at a different,
slowed-down speed. We believe that
this will make our curatorial editing
more visible, and also user-friendlier,
with the works not just one after
another in an endless row of images
and information, but with a
juxtaposition of different approaches
each dialoguing with each other, with
the media and the overall theme in
various ways and in various
combinations.

The Militant continues the strand of
counter-images and counterinformation, but through the artistic
employment of journalistic traits such
as exposé and research. However, the
practices highlighted here often work
against the media, and uncover what
it does not want uncovered, going
where it does not want to go. This
returns us to some of the media’s
initial claims that have been brushed
aside in an increasingly commercial
and corporate media industry.

The Speaker concerns itself with a
specific figure; the speaking subject
or author. How does this figure
emerge through discourse, and what
are its functions? What can be said
and not said in order for a speaking
subject to appear as real, as authentic,
as authoritative and/or as
truthful? How are subjects positioned,
and how is truth produced, and
subsequently staged? What is implied
in certain speech acts and subject
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reflective and precise? To both
employ documentary techniques and
journalistic methods while remaining
self-reflecting and critical on those
means?
Ultimately, the artist’s work here is not
about delivering information but
questioning it, to highlight both the
aesthetic working of reportage and
the informational turn within current
artistic production.

The artistic positions in the exhibition
thus generate a principal question: is
it possible to work with
aesthetics and informatics, to be both

http://www.derbyquad.co.uk/
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Byob. Bring Your Own Beamer
Silvia Bianchi

a space of free artistic expression.
Creating a BYOB is also easy: the only
things you need to do is look for a
place, invite the artists you like, ask
then to bring a projector and let
everyone experience the endless
possibilities that this exhibition format
has to offer. It was the DIY typical
freshness that inspired the project.
Designed by Rafael Rozendaal less
than a year ago, BYOB is now wellknown in the entire world. After the
Kunsthalle in Athens, The Irish
Museum of Contemporary Art in
Dublin and the Hyde Park Art Center
in Chicago, on June 2nd it will be
shown at the Venice Biennale.

The well-known abbreviation BYOB
might suggest Bring Your Own Beers.
However, even if the spirit of the
event I am about to explain reminds
the one of a house party with friends
where the host sets up the house and
the guests bring the drinks, BYOB
means something else.
In our case BYOB means Bring Your
Own Beamer. It is a new format of
itinerant exhibition in which space is
transformed for one day in a digital
version of a nineteenth-century
picture gallery. By using a projector
local artists are invited to show
everything that could fall within the
definition of image motion: from a
Skype video call to a photoshop
screen to a performance with Finder.

BYOB starts from a global need to
create new spaces of expression for
artists that work with video or moving
pictures, and it coincides with the will

The idea behind this project is simple.
BYOB was born and keeps growing as
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to propose an “open model” outside
the net.
It is part of a wider trend that
combines the Post-Internet artists’
research, which explores the
possibilities of breaking the
separation between the real and the
virtual world. The aim is to create
entertaining and creative
intersections. There is a duality in the
way this artistic movement works
which mirrors the duality of our lives,
in which the influence of the Net has
become day by day more important
and representative of a parallel life.
BYOB comes as a space that could be
positioned between these two worlds,
a sort of limbo between the Net and
the real life.

BYOB first edition was held at the
Bureau Friederich Projectstudio in
Berlin, and was organized and curated
by Rozendaal and Anne de
Vries.Rafaël immediately understood
that the format could be repeated in
open style. “I realized that we could
redo it in different places, without any
limitation for what concerns the
curatorial part and the choice of the
place itself” said Rafael.

Rafaël Rozendaal, is a popular Dutch
net artist, famous for his interactive
works in which he transforms daily life
objects, common situations,
landscapes and emotions in flash
applications. When he was living in
Berlin he became aware of how
difficult it was to organize a collective
exhibition, while the process itself is

BYOB gives a lot of opportunities to a
generation of artists that grew up
behind the screen. It presents itself as
an open and dynamic structure that
not only allows spontaneity and
experimentation, but gives to the
artist the responsibility of taking care
of the exhibition’s organization and
procedures. According to its
manifesto, a moving picture is never a
still object, especially when the artist
has the opportunity to act and the
images to emerge from the screen
and invade the physical space.

extremely simple if you consider that
all his friends worked with video and
had a projector at home.

The artist faces a new situation. He is
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invited to take advantage of every
screening room’s wall and to seek
new opportunities of interaction with
the public. The choice of the place is
therefore fundamental. To allow the
screenings to overlap, mix, and
produce something more than a
simple sum of videos a single room
studio is probably the best choice. It is
essential to let the videos flowing
through time and space. In this way
they can reflect the nature of the Net,
its chaos and its morphology in
constant evolution.

BYOB’saim is to show, through shape
and contents, the free and
changeable nature of the Net. At the
same time it reminds us our condition
of human beings. Even though we can
use the Net to spread video contents
or draw conclusions about the current
situation of videoart, looking for a
projector is still a fun thing to do like
bringing beers to a party.
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The Cognition Of Gesture. Composition By
Wayne Mcgregor
Enrico Pitozzi

Canary Wharf, Centre Pompidou, and
has been director and choreographer
of Dido and Aeneas by Henry Purcell
at Teatro alla Scala, a work that was
re-edited at Royal Opera House along
with Acis and Galatea, another piece
he directed and choreographed.
In 2004, after he composed Ataxia, he
started a project that still marks his
choreographic career: his research on
perception. In 2008 he collaborated
with cognitivist scientists for Entity, in
a theoretical-practical elaboration on
the identification of kinesthetic
intelligence, deconstructing it anew
with a series of technological inputs.
In 2006 he has been elected the first
president of the Royal Ballet in 16
years, and the only one coming from
the world of modern dance. His works
has been presented at the best
international exhibitions.

Perception and movement are the
base upon which English choreograph
Wayne McGregor founded all of his
work. In 1992, when he was only 22
years old, he founded Random Dance
Company, taking it to an international
level by means of a radical exploration
of the relation between dance and
technology, and collaborating with
multidisciplinary artists in the
realization of works that widely
contribute in making his company one
of the best British reality of the dance
panorama.
Wayne McGregor received
commissions by Royal Ballet and
Rambert Dance Company, realized
the choreographies of Woman in
White, a Andrew Lloyd Webber’s
musical, made site specific
installations for Hayward Gallery,
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collaboration

with

cognitivist

scientists. The body here is put under
a microscope, in order to better
understand the processes through the
movement that defines itself to create
an action.
I. Device

FAR is the result of a complex
research, carried out in collaboration
with Random Dance dancers on the
original music by Ben Frost,- a leading
figure in World electronic music –

Wayne McGregor is currently working
on the composition of L’anatomie de
la sensation for Opera de Paris that
will make its debut in June.

highly evocative light architectures by
Lucy Carter and a setting by Random
International.

An anatomy of sensation is just what
he shows in every work. From Ataxia
(2004) till FAR (2011), going through
Entity (2008), a logic of movement is
analyzed on the basis of a logicformal and compositional idea –
almost an epistemology of gesture,
we may say – the deconstruction of
the formal asset of body and its
reorganization.

The compositional structure takes its
form from the interception of these
aspects, utilizing polyphonic and
punctiform sequences – duos, solos or
trios in synchronization, starting from
an unpredictable and prismatic object
– prolonging and cutting space by
different geometrical figures and
volumes.

In detail, the inspiration for FAR
comes from Flesh and the Age of
Reason , by Roy Porter. It is a story
about exploration of body and soul in
the XVIII century, an age of great
discoveries in medicine and anatomy
and many radical philosophical
questions about the mechanisms of
thoughts and emotions. All these
ideas and concepts establish a direct
relation with McGregor’s work, with
particular attention to his
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II: Movement

A similar architectonic construction
even touches Ben Frost’s sound

So the research on movement in FAR
(2011) reveals a radical elaboration on
the connection between brain and
movement. It seems to conceive brain
as a simulator of the external world. In
this context, the brain casts on the
world its hypothesis of action and
uses the information obtained from
senses – like sight, hearing and
olfaction, just to mention some of
them – as feedback to control the
coherence of its predictions. In other
words, the body relies on the real
world in order to control and embody
its predictions.

composition: a series of acoustic
wounds cut the setting space as if
they were arrows that – always
metaphorically speaking – seem to
open and prolong bodies, under a
sound shape, by revolting them on
the scene. In this way we experience
the elaboration of a veritable sound
body which rethinks sound in its
material concreteness: crackling and
screech, and a series of sequences fill
the air and establish a direct relation
with bodies, in the same direction or
opposing to them.
Sound creates the atmosphere that
determines the temperature of the
scene. Moreover, it is a temperature
that turns into logic of colour thanks
to a brilliant intervention by Lucy
Carter, who sees light as a matter
investing and sculpturing body in
movement by bestowing a kinetic

Since the Entity project, McGregor’s
work makes use of technologies – the
programming of intelligent
choreographic agents by utilizing AI
algorithms – to develop autonomous
choreographic sequences, capable of
supporting both the choreograph and
the dancers during the elaboration of
uncommon scores. In plain words,
technologies intervene on the
imaginative faculties (fiction), thus
modifying the performer’s scheme of

aspect upon it: this logic of colour is
actually a hand lens aiming and
exploring – as if it was in a tactile
dimension – the dancers’ body: it runs
through the bends, focusing on the
uncommon architectural structure. In
FAR,
other words we may say light, in
makes the bodies visible, reveals their
animal dynamic – how closely these
figures seem to remind us of Francis
Bacon’s thoughts – and they imprint

movement. This research on the
relationships between brain
functioning and composition of
movement – with the support of
technology too – leads to an opened
choreographic structure, founded on
the principle of disarticulation of body
expressing, as aforementioned, in
solos and duos.

on the observer’s retina, as they
would do on a photosensitive plate.
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deconstruction of body and
movement, a syncopated yet
disarticulated and fluid process of
gesture: a nervous yet controlled
fluidity.
III. A new perceptive asset

FAR is a step closer to an evolution
that forces us to face new and
uncommon modes of composing
gestures, deriving from the
elaboration of a precise strategy of
perception renovation: according to
McGregor, to renovate perceptions
means to alter ways, colours,
temperatures and intensity through
which first simulation and then
execution of gesture are structured. It
looks like the choreograph claims it is
necessary to imagine oneself in
another way, to move the body in
another way, in order to change
movement and reach an
epistemology of gesture.

And here McGregor’s conception
comes into play, by analyzing and
selecting the physiologic and
cognitive mechanisms which lie at the
base of movement: he investigates
the way they influence choreographic
procedures. It is all about
compositional strategies that make
bodues literally blow up, recalling into
question their morphological asset in
favour of an exploration of its
trajectories into space. It looks like
each of the dancers is dismantling
their movement in the very moment
they make it, and every part of their
body is articulated and aimed towards
an unexpected trajectory.

So, reorganizing perception, as shown
by McGregor and his dancers in FAR,
means finding new strategies to
provide the brain with a new stimulus
for it to elaborate on new hypotheses
of movement, anatomic
configurations, spatial trajectories,
and subsequently, new forms. On the
other hand, the problems in
virtualizing – that is to imagine space,
characterizing it and making it
dynamic by projecting uncommon
hypothesis of movement – comes

Moreover, this principle reverberates
in the general structure of
choreography. McGregor works
towards a scientific research which
finds its way in a fluid, instinctive and
visceral movement body. It is a
calligraphic writing that requires steel
legs to support pelvis and arms that
seem decomposable in the end. We
are talking once again about a total
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Spinoza’s thoughts seem to rise in all
its radicalism. The philosopher
conceived body as a relation of
vectors, velocity and slowness,
movement and rest. The dancers’
bodies have exactly this paramorphic
architecture – for their morphology is
in constant variation – that rethinks
and redefines itself under the
spectators’ eyes

from the application – always the
same – of the gesture composition
schemes. It’s all about avoiding a
sclerosis of movement.

In other words, the body in

FAR

Wayne McGregor seems to suggest
that composition leads to the creation
of a counter-intuitive, never
predictable body, capable of
remaining impressed onto the
observer’s emotional (and muscle)

is

memory.

subject to a veritable destructuring
and formal recomposition process. Its
anatomy appears as it is re-made. In
the absolutely concrete images
deformed by McGregor’s work,

http://www.randomdance.org/wayn
e_mcgregor
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Shoot Me From Linz To Venice. “videoludica”
And The Italian Game Art
Mathias Jansson

reconstruction of the Brucknerhaus
exhibition where the player could visit
the virtual exhibition, fight against the
artists, destroy the exhibited art or, by
using tools found in the building,
create his own art.

Game Art, i.e. contemporary art
inspired by videogames. It could be an
artistic modification of an existing
commercial videogame or a
completely new artistic game (an
“Artgame”), but it can also be a more
traditional art forms like painting,
photography, video or performance.
Common for Game Art is that the
aesthetic, the technique and culture
from the videogame world has been
essential when the art work was
created or exhibited to the public.

This early artistic experiments with
videogames were at the time not so
different from hacks and mods made
by players around the world. The
genre “First Person Shooter” had
literally exploded with Doom and, as
with Doom, these new games were
often shipped with simple tools to
create new levels, characters and
environment to the games. When
Anne-Marie Schleiner curated the
exhibition Cracking the Maze: Game
Plug-ins and Patches as Hacker Art in
1999 it included not only artists but

The first known example of a Game
Art work was presented at the Ars
Electronica in Linz, Austria in 1995. The
Artist Orhan Kipcak created an artistic
modification of the well known First
Person Shooter videogame Doom,
which he called Arsdoom. Arsdoom
was a complete new level for Doom, a
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also regular players who had hacked
and modified videogames. One year
earlier Konrad Becker had launched
the exhibition Synreal: The Unreal
Modification at Institut für Neue
Kulturtechnologien in Wien.

Game Art included in the biennale.
The first was by “The Velvet strike
team” (Anne-Marie Schleiner, Joan
Leandre, Brody Condon) who made
designed a graffiti add-on to
Counterstrike, which made it possible
to spray anti-war message in war

Synreal was an exhibition based on
modifications of the popular Unreal
games. Unreal became a very popular
videogame for artists due to its
graphic engine that was very easy to
modify with the help of several tools.
The close connection between artistic
modifications and regular player’s
modification is probably one
explanation for why this new art form
didn’t make it on the international art
scene in the beginning. At the time
there was still big scepticism towards
videogames as culture. In media,
videogames were described as new
mass entertainment filled with
violence, gore and blood, unhealthy
and dangerous for youths. The idea
that it could be used to create art was
far away.

game. The other contribution to the
biennale was what nowadays is a
classic work. The Super Mario Cloud
by Cory Arcangel, a hacked NES
cartridge where the artist removed
every graphic object except the
scrolling white clouds.

After 2005 the numbers of exhibitions
with Game Art increases and the
interest for videogames and art takes
its expression in several books,
articles and seminars. At the time the
artist mostly abandoned the
modification phase and started to
explore and mix videogames with
other art forms like performance,
installation, video (or as it is called in
the gamescene: machinima),
paintings, sculpture and so on.

It’s in 2002 that we can start talking
about an international breakthrough
for Game Art on the international art
scene. It was the Chinese new media
artist Feng Mengbo that at
Documenta 11 presented his work
Q4U, a modification of the game
Quake. Next step in the process of
recognition in the art world for Game
Art would be the Whitney Biennal
2004 were we can find two works of
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A person that closely has followed the

In 2007-2008 LABoral Art and
Industrial Creation Centre, in Gijon,
Spain, presented an ambitious
project. A trilogy of exhibitions called
GameWorld, Playware and Homo
Ludens Ludens that focused on
expressions of play in contemporary
culture including videogames and art.
Over all these exhibitions made an
important summery of the
development of Game Art until 2008
and showed that videogames were
now taken serious by the art world.

development of videogames and art is
Matteo Bittanti, Assistant Professor in
the Visual Studies Program at
the California College of the Arts in
San Francisco and Oakland. DigiMag
got an interview with Matteo Bittanti
who together with Domenico
Quaranta is curating the
exhibition “Italians do it better: Game
Art Made in Italy” as a part of
Neoludica (echoing the
exhibition/screening with exactly the
same title – Italians do it better –
curated in 2005 by Marco Mancuso for
Digicult at Optronica festival in
London, that focused on Italian artists
who had done the history of
audiovisual art in the last ten years in
ITaly –
http://www.marcomancuso.net/?p=6
2)

Over the last years we have seen a
growing interest from institutions and
museums for videogames as art. In
March next year, for example, The
Smithsonian Art Museum in
Washington D.C will open an
exhibition called The Art of
Videogame, which is described as:
“The Art of Video Gamesè is the first
exhibition to explore the forty-year
evolution of video games as an artistic
medium, with a focus on striking
visual effects and the creative use of
new technologies.
But before that videogames will
invade and conquer the 54th Biennale
di Venezia with the exhibition
“Neoludica: Art is a game 2011-1966”
with Deborah Ferrari as main curator.
The Neoludica includes six different
exhibitions with 34 artists, many well
known for the Game Art audience as
Tale of Tales, Miltos Manetas, Eva &
Franco Mattes and Molleindustria.

Mathias Jansson: Matteo, what does
the Italians do better?
Matteo Bittanti: Italians do it better!!is
an alternative Italian Pavilion. It’s an
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Neoludica event is a quote from
Duchamp “The Art is a game”. Why are
there so often references to Duchamp
and Johan Huizingas book Homo
Ludens (the playing man) when you
talk about videogames and art?
What’s wrong with contemporary
theorists?

irreverent and slightly subversive
retrospective celebrating the work of
several artists who have been
experimenting and exploiting gamebased technologies for more than two
decades. Specifically organized for
the first edition of Neoludica – Art is a
game - at the 2011 Venice
Biennial. Italians do it better!! pays

Matteo Bittanti: I’m not sure about
contemporary theorists explaining
new media. I find most contemporary
theory explaining new media utterly
boring, to be honest. And I have not
read a book since 1978, when I
discovered Space Invaders. I’m
shallow and distracted. I prefer
contemporary scholars who use new
media in creative ways. One example,
among the many, is Harvard’s newly
founded metaLAB. Neoludica‘s tagline
is a reminder that art is a very playful
game that we have been instructed to
take very seriously. Too seriously.
Luckily, spoilsports and enfant
terribles like Ben Lewis or Sarah
Thornton are providing much needed
playful criticism.

homage to Italian videogame-based
art interventions. Hopefully, visitors
will get a chance to see the past,
present and, God forbid, the future of
indigenous game-based art, in analog
and digital form, on canvas and on
screen. This is seriously playful art.
No shit! And what is Neoludica then,
you ask. Basically, it is a larger event
that celebrates the multifaceted
connection between art and
videogames – a huge box containing
everything from Game Art, game art,
Indie Gaming, Art games, and Chinese
fortune cookies. This year (i.e., 2011)
Italy is celebrating its 150th
anniversary. Domenico and I came up
with the idea of combining this event
with Neoludica. A killer combo. But
since our relationship to Italy is
somehow, er, complex, (where “our” =
several artists, myself etc.) we
thought about coming up with a title
that was both celebratory and
sarcastic, festive and critical. The kind
of title that gets you in trouble. After
all, we’re troublemakers.
Mathias Jansson: The subtitle to the
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Hodgin, Huang Hsinchien, Max
Capacity (defense); Kristoffer
Zetterstrand, Yann Bauquesne, Rober
Overweg (mid-fielders), Kael Greco,
Joseph Delappe and Ashley Anderson
(offense). The dream team changes
constantly but the game stays the
same.

Mathias Jansson: Except the Italian
artist that was chosen for the
exhibition, which artists would you
say are the most interesting in the
field of Game Art today?
Matteo Bittanti: There are several
players in the field that tinker with
games these days. They’re incredibly
skilled. Their gamescore is impressive.
My ideal dream soccer team would

http://italiansdoit.wordpress.com/

feature: Damiano Colacito as
goalkeeper, Riley Harmon, Robert

http://neoludica.blogspot.com/
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New Proposals At Loop 2011. From
Performance To Mobile Art
Herman Mendolicchio

its three directors Carlos Duràn, Emilio
Álvarez, Llucià Homs.
The 2011 edition matched the
expectations. There have been many
events, many spaces consecrated to
new artistic and creative projects on
the moving image topic. It has been
hard, if not impossible, to watch the
incredible amount of expositions and
projections. Thousands of hours of
video scattered around art centres,
hotel, galleries and a myriad of
informal places depict a complex,
heterogeneous and various
audiovisual landscape, caring about
the importance of creating new
critical and aesthetical proposals. An
incomplete route, aware of the
impossibility to carefully observe
everything, but indeed full of exciting
and innovative points that took me
among the numerous proposals of
LOOP 2011.

“We live in a world filled with images:
we live within images, images live us
and let us live.” – Joan Fontcuberta
Last Spring Barcelona has witnessed
the ninth edition of LOOP, the most
fascinating video art festival/fair of
our time. No one can resist LOOP: a
wonderful, dynamic, heterogeneous
event, an appointment everybody
should go to.
Though without the expectations, or
huge propagandas typical of a
Biennial, LOOP has been capable of
positively shocking the Catalan city
and turning it, for a moment, into the
World’s capital city of video art. We
had already discussed about its
dynamics, history and close
relationship with Barcelona in a last
year’s interview for our magazine with
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Home by the Spanish duo
Bestué/Vives. In the same exhibition
space, some videos by Alexandre
Périgot are worthy of attention as
well. They show performers and
dancers reproducing typical falls of
videogames characters, Kill Kill
Chorégraphie, or the choreographies
and battle scenes of Asian action
movies, Synopsis Catharsis.
Ars Santa Monica, the centre where
the festival has been launched, hosted
the Experimental Station: For a
Performative Cinema exhibition, a

Casa Asia is another historical space
of the city that already hosted LOOP
Festival within its amazing building on
the Diagonal Street. This time, with
Jinsuk Suh, Menene Gras and
Benjamin Weil, Casa Asia presented
the Move on Asia. The End of Videoart
exhibition. The project included Asian
videoart works coming from Australia,
China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Korea, Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand, Taiwan and Vietnam,
produced during the last ten years,
from 2001 to 2010.

series of video selected by Pascale
Cassagnau, curator of Centre National
des Arts Plastiques in Paris.
Performance becomes a code and
space of experimentation in which the
research for “disciplinary breaking”, or
transdisciplinarity between video art,
theatre and performance plays a
fundamental role. Among the video
art works within the spaces of Santa
El Balcò, Wild Boy by Guy
Monica’s
Ben-Ner seems particularly worthy to
be mentioned.

Selection of various videos,
distributed on three stories of the
modernist building Barò de Quadras,
is the result of an intense

Such work hints in a parodic way at
L’Enfant Sauvage
the movie
by
François Truffaut. The video shows a
series of scenes where the artist/actor

collaboration between Casa ASia,
LABoral of Gijòn and LOOP Seul
space, South Korea. Such Korean
space, managed by Jinsuk Suh, has
been organizing in Seoul for five years
the Move on Asia video art festival –
an important event featuring the
collaboration of many critics and
curators of Asian areas and

subjects his son Amir to strange and
extravagant educational and
pedagogical techniques. It may also
remind – due to its irony and narration
form – of the series of “domestic
Actions at
exercises”, the famous
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representing the core of Asian artistic
production.

where classical images, different
aesthetics, fantasy and reality are
mixed together to form a great digital
whole.
The exhibition’s title also makes a little
reference to the multiple possibilities
offered to modern art and creativity
by the new audio visual tools. In fact
The End of Videoart refers to the end
of a closed category and the
beginning of a new creative,
aesthetic, technical and technological
expansion.

The first decade of XXI century has
distinguished, amongst other things,
for a clear shift in the World’s
economical, geographical and cultural
balances. In this transformation
scenario, the Asian continent arises as
one of its most active characters. No
doubt artistic and creative panoramas
follow these guidelines, both in
economy and production terms.

In this broader vision, open to new
techniques and audio visual tools, the
first Barcelona’s exhibition about new
aesthetical and artistic practices
through the use of mobile phones
makes its apparition.

Mobile Art. Experiencias móviles,
hosted in the spaces of Fondazione
Francisco Godia with Lorea Iglesias as
curator, explains a general overview
on these new expression forms
among which photography, video,
performance and installation have
been included as well, but in
particular it offers a chance to reflect
upon the different implications of
these technical improvements.

Among the works present at
Barcelona exhibition, it is right to
remember Factory (Taiwan 2003) by
Sheih-Jen Chen. It is an intense video
where silence underlines the light and
slow movement within Taiwanese
factories, creating a flow of images,
poetical yet distressing at the same
time, illustrating how many women
live and work in this wide industrial
spaces. Another unmissable video is
the monumental work Microcosm by
Chinese artist Miao Xiaochum. A 3D
revisitation of “Garden of Delights” by
Hieronymus Bosch; a surprising work
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country, Spain, where the number of
mobile phones have exceeded that of
inhabitants, 50 billions against 47; a
medium, the mobile, that has become
natural extension of our body by now,
invading our everyday life and clearly
stimulating artists’ curiosity and
creativity. Immediacy and spontaneity
are the first effects of such technical
transformation.
It is not accident that the day before
the exhibition’s opening, on the
Cultura/s de La Vanguardia, one of
Barcelona’s most important and read
cultural inserts, an interesting
article/dossier by photographer and
critic Joan Fontcuberta has been
published. The article, entitled
Manifesto Postfotografico, claims the
expansion of the artistic field, the
arrival of a “post-photographical” era
changing radically the notions of
images production, usage and
circulation. The citizen-photographer
has officially born.

The medium’s “portability” produces
an universal, infinite and daily
language of image, based mostly on
social rather than aesthetical
characters. 365 days of
phone.tography by Pere Cortacans,
Micrografias by Javier Castañeda or
IPhonegrafías by David de Haro
constitute a narration of everyday life
and immediacy, due to the present
technical/social transformations
indeed, yet not announcing a radical
aesthetical change. On the contrary,
the expansion of digital
photographical media produces that
kind of amateur aesthetics, typical of
the citizen-photographer whom Joan
Fontcuberta is talking about.

And so they are telephonicphotographical media, Smartphones
and multimedia technology as new
artistic tools upsetting
communication channels and
encouraging new creative forms,
gestures, times and spaces to catch
reality.

Among the works present to the
exhibition it is worth to pay tribute to
megafone.net by Antoni Abad, one of
the first to ever use the mobile phone
as a means of audio visual production.
Thanks to GPS technology and an

Fondazione Godia’s exhibition put into
our hands an unquestionable reality: a
world where the production of images
has increased without limits; a

Internet platform, the artist created a
network of different collectives,
scattered in many European and
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Latina American countries, capable of
recording their everyday life, desires
and needs, thus creating an audio
visual structure of alternative
information. The social aspect of
Antoni Abad’s work is predominant:
interactions, collaborations and
participative procedures coming from
it underline the potential of mobile
technology and shape a digital
megaphone capable of giving voice
and visibility to almost unknown
collectives.

Barcelona’s festival, through the
Mobile Art exhibition, new Asian
video art proposals, works reflecting
on the connections between theatre
and video – and the other myriad of
events of LOOP 2011 – shows once
again its care towards the most
interesting artistic and creative
realities in the universe of images and
strengthen its role in the European
and World cultural
panorama.dell’immagine e rafforza il
suo ruolo nel panorama culturale
europeo e mondiale.

http://www.loop-barcelona.com/
http://www.artssantamonica.cat/
http://www.casaasia.es/
http://www.fundacionfgodia.org/
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